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Abstract
The present dissertation describes the atomic structures of two systems of ternary chalco-
genide glasses with the composition Agx(GeSe3)1−x and (GeTe)1−x(Sb2Te3)x. To be able
to gain new insight especially in the structures on intermediate length scales, the method
of anomalous x-ray scattering (AXS) in combination with Reverse Monte Carlo modelling
(RMC) is applied. The theoretical and experimental basis for the interpretation of the
scattering data is given in the first part of the work, whereas the results of the experiment
and the RMC modelling are presented and discussed in the second part.
Both systems under investigation are of distinct technological importance, hence re-
liable information on their structure is needed in order to contribute to the ongoing
discussion about their structure-property relations. The results are presented within the
framework of the various other investigations already published on these materials, and
the possibilities and limitations of the different applied approaches are discussed.
Thereby, it is shown that important features of the materials, like the phase-change
properties of the GeSbTe glasses and the superionic conductivity in the AgGeSe glasses,
are closely connected not only to the near-, but also to the intermediate-range order in
the amorphous structures.
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Dissertation beschreibt die atomare Struktur von zwei Systemen terna¨rer
Chalkogenid-Gla¨ser mit der Zusammensetzung Agx(GeSe3)1−x und (GeTe)1−x(Sb2Te3)x.
Um neue Erkenntnisse besonders im Hinblick auf die Struktur auf intermedia¨ren La¨ngen-
skalen zu erhalten, wird die Methode der anomalen Ro¨ntgenstreuung (AXS) in Kom-
bination mit Reverse Monte Carlo-Simulationen (RMC) angewandt. Die theoretischen
und experimentellen Grundlagen fu¨r die Interpretation der Messdaten werden im ersten
Teil der Arbeit beschrieben, wa¨hrend die Ergebnisse der Experimente und der RMC-
Simulationen im zweiten Teil pra¨sentiert und interpretiert werden.
Beide betrachteten Systeme sind von besonderem technologischem Interesse, daher
werden zuverla¨ssige Informationen u¨ber ihre Struktur beno¨tigt, um zur anhaltenden Diskus-
sion u¨ber die Struktur-Eigenschafts-Beziehungen in diesen Materialien beizutragen. Die
I
Ergebnisse werden im Kontrast zu den diversen weiteren Arbeiten pra¨sentiert, die zu
diesen Materialien bereits publiziert worden sind, und die Mo¨glichkeiten und Grenzen der
verschiedenen verwendeten Ansa¨tze werden ero¨rtert.
Dadurch wird aufgezeigt, dass wichtige Materialeigenschaften, wie die Phasenwechsel-
Eigenschaften der GeSbTe-Gla¨ser und die superionische Leitfa¨higkeit in den AgGeSe-
Gla¨sern, eng verknu¨pft sind sowohl mit der Nah- als auch mit der mittelreichweitigen
Ordnung in den amorphen Strukturen.
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Part I
Theoretical and experimental basis
1
1 Introduction
1 Introduction
This work analyses the atomic structure of two classes of chalcogenide glasses which
are employed as data storage materials. Germanium selenide or germanium telluride
compounds are the materials of choice for this application, as they possess very high glass
forming abilities and can be alloyed with other elements (as silver or antimony) in order
to achieve desirable characteristics. Two different approaches for the long-term storage
of digital data are realized in these materials: The “classical” procedure is based on so-
called phase change materials, or PCMs. These materials can switch reversibly between
an amorphous and a crystalline phase via laser irradiation or resistive heating. The
concomitant major differences in optical and electrical properties are then used to encode
binary data. Another more recent approach is represented by the so-called “programmable
metallization cell”, or PMC, which makes use of the oppositional properties of the glass
for low conductivity of electrical current on the one hand and fast conductivity of ions on
the other hand. The difference in the electrical resistance in an “unmetallized” cell (i.e.
the glass in its usual structure) and a “metallized” cell (i.e. the glass pervaded by small
metal-like conduction pathways) is used for data storage applications.
A schematic overview of the structural changes that enable the functioning of data
storage devices based on phase-change materials and programmable metallization cells is
given in fig. 1. In a PCM, a short intense laser pulse or resistive heating to a temper-
ature above the melting point followed by rapid cooling transforms the crystal into the
glass, and a long weak laser pulse or resistive heating just above the crystallization point,
respectively, transforms the glass back into a crystal. In a PMC, the application of a
voltage (typically a few hundred mV) is supposed to lead to the formation of a metallized
“nano-path” through the material, which acts as a conductor for an electric current. The
same voltage applied in the opposite direction leads to the dissolution of the nano-path.
The transitions between the different states take place on the nanosecond time scale and
are accompanied by a major change in the optical dielectric constant ε∞ and the electrical
resistance R.
It is the structural characterization of the amorphous state of the PCMs or PMCs
that still triggers considerable research interest. Lacking the long-range order typical
for crystals, amorphous compounds are usually regarded as largely random networks,
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the structural changes which the phase-change materials
(PCMs) and the programmable metallization cell (PMC) are based on (see text for fur-
ther description). Tc: crystallization temperature and Tm: melting temperature. The
transition between the different states is accompanied by a major change in the optical
dielectric constant ε∞ and the electrical resistance R.
exhibiting only an order on the atomic nearest neighbour range due to the formation of
chemical bonds. This level of order is commonly rationalized using the so-called “8 −
N rule”, which just predicts the average number of nearest neighbouring atoms by the
number of valence electrons N of the respective element. The actual short-range order,
however, can be much more complex than predicted by this model. The aim of the research
presented in this work therefore is to gain a deeper insight into the short-range order in
chalcogenide glasses and its relationship to the intermediate range order (SRO and IRO,
respectively; in corresponding reports, the descriptions “near-range” and “medium-range
order” are found as well). In contrast to the definition of the SRO, the definition of
the IRO is still strikingly elusive, and includes for example second and third coordination
shells and the distribution of bond angles and irreducible ring structures. The importance
of correlations on these longer length scales has become apparent in the last years, and
indeed I will try to show the peculiar consequences for the material properties that stem
from a variation of the IRO with the elemental composition of the glass.
However, the determination of the atomic configuration in such disordered materials
even today remains a challenging task. A considerable effort is still invested to develop
new experimental techniques and to establish new and high-performance radiation sources
3
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for such investigations. Complex experimental methods need to be applied and great care
must be taken during the data reduction and analysis before the experimental data can
straightforwardly be interpreted. One of the more powerful tools to determine the par-
tial structure correlations in disordered multi-component materials along a broad range
of length scales is anomalous x-ray scattering (AXS) in combination with appropriate
modelling procedures, like Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) computer simulations. This ap-
proach allows to investigate the relation between the microscopic structure and physical
properties in a broad variety of amorphous materials, and offers a range of advantages
compared to other methods that probe similar structural characteristics. The AXS tech-
nique therefore is becoming increasingly important and may offer the key to unveil the
final relations to understand the structure of amorphous systems and the correlation with
their unique properties.
The structure of this dissertation is as follows: The first part introduces the theoret-
ical basis for the anomalous scattering technique, i.e. an appropriate overview about the
interaction of x-rays with disordered matter and about the RMC modelling procedure,
and it presents a short introduction into the experimental details of AXS. The second
part outlines the experiments on the two families of chalcogenide glasses. In this respect,
each chapter will firstly examine the experimental data and the direct results of the RMC
simulations, followed by a discussion and interpretation of the impact of the presented
structure for the materials’ properties. At the end, a concise conclusion summarizes briefly
the relevant findings in a common framework.
4
2 Theoretical background
As stated above, models and theoretical frameworks for the evaluation of scattering ex-
periments on disordered systems are well established, and are described in a number
of publications. It is therefore not the aim of the following section to give a complete
overview, but rather to present a short summary of the theoretical basics necessary for
the analysis and interpretation of the experimental data gathered in this work. The
interested reader may be referred to further reading as provided in references [1–5].
2.1 Scattering experiments on disordered systems
Scattering experiments on disordered materials represent the outcome of a diffraction
experiment as a function of the so called scattering vector ~Q or its modulus | ~Q|. ~Q is
defined as the vector difference between the wave vectors of the scattered and the incident
radiation, ~k′ and ~k0, respectively:
~Q = ~k′ − ~k0 (2.1)
Since x-ray scattering can be regarded as being elastic, the moduli of the wave vectors
are equal, i.e. |~k′| = |~k0| = 2pi/λ and the modulus of ~Q amounts to
| ~Q| = Q = 2k0sin
(
2Θ
2
)
(2.2)
in units of an inverse length. The scattering patterns usually obtained from diffraction
experiments on disordered systems differ substantially from those obtained by conven-
tional crystal diffraction. The Bragg peaks observed there are considerably more intense
(in the order of magnitude of a factor 103 − 106) than the scattering pattern obtained
from disordered materials. This is due to the fact that if x-rays are deflected from crys-
tal planes at a suitable scattering angle 2Θ, where the scattering vector ~Q matches a
reciprocal lattice vector, the diffraction condition is simultaneously fulfilled for a vast
number of atoms with identical interatomic separation. Also, their real space correlation
extends periodically along extremely wide ranges causing the signal width in reciprocal
space, i.e. the Bragg peak, to narrow correspondingly. In a liquid or glass, the inter-
atomic distances are continuously distributed and the diffraction condition is fulfilled at
any angle. Also, in disordered materials the correlation range in real space is usually
5
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short, extending only to the next or second next atomic neighbours. As a consequence,
the resulting diffraction peaks are widely broadened in reciprocal space leading to weak
scattering amplitudes. Therefore, the experimental intensity must be carefully corrected
with respect to background contributions from container materials and other radiation
sources as well as intrinsic intensity contributions like Compton scattering or fluorescence
effects. The pure scattering amplitude of a sample is solely given by the superposition of
all the waves emerging from N atomic scattering centres situated at their individual av-
erage positions. The intensity is then the square of the sum over all these waves weighted
by their individual atomic form factors fn( ~Q) :
I( ~Q) =
∣∣∣∣∣
〈
N∑
n=1
fn( ~Q) · e−iQrn
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
= f( ~Q)2
〈∑
n
∑
n′
e−iQ(rn−rn′ )
〉
. (2.3)
n and n′ in eq. 2.3 indicate the atomic positions and the angle brackets denote that the
spatial situation of the N atoms may be an ensemble averaged arrangement. To obtain
the right hand side of eq. 2.3 it was assumed that all atoms in the sample are identical
and contribute to the overall amplitude with the same form factor. Instead of eq. 2.3 we
may then write
I( ~Q) = N · f( ~Q)2 1
N
〈∑
n
∑
n′
e−iQ(rn−rn′ )
〉
= N · f( ~Q)2 · S( ~Q) (2.4)
which defines the structure factor S( ~Q), which is characteristic of the explored sample:
S( ~Q) =
1
N
〈∑
n
∑
n′
e−iQ(rn−rn′ )
〉
(2.5)
The structure factor S( ~Q) is the central function to be obtained in scattering experi-
ments on disordered materials. According to eq. 2.4, it can directly be obtained from the
corrected scattering intensity I( ~Q). It contains the total interference as a function of scat-
tering vector and can hence be interpreted as a distribution function of interatomic pair
distances in reciprocal space. In fact, it can be shown within the framework of statistical
mechanics that S( ~Q) is related to the pair correlation function g(~r) in real space. g(~r) is a
statistical function which indicates the probability of finding an atom at a position ~r with
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respect to a reference atom located at the origin. The link between the pair correlation
function g(~r) and the structure factor S( ~Q) is given by a Fourier transformation:
g(~r)− 1 = 1
ρN(2pi)3
∫
(S( ~Q− 1)e−i ~Q~rd~Q, (2.6)
where ρN represents the particle density of the sample. Assuming complete structural
isotropy, one may neglect the vector properties of Q and r. Switching also to polar
coordinates, eq. 2.6 can be considerably simplified to give [6]:
g(r)− 1 = 1
2pi2rρN
∫
Q · (S(Q)− 1)sin(Qr)dQ. (2.7)
The pair correlation function g(r) allows the characterization of the explored disordered
sample with respect to interatomic distances and coordination numbers: The average
number of particles n in a given coordination shell, delimited by r1 and r2, respectively, can
be obtained from integrating the peaks of the corresponding radial distribution function
n(r):
n =
∫ r2
r1
n(r)dr =
∫ r2
r1
4piρN · r2g(r)dr. (2.8)
The identification of coordination numbers and interatomic distances is the purpose
of basically any structure investigation on a disordered material. While this information
characterizes simple mono-atomic systems unambiguously, the interpretation of scattering
data from chemically complex samples becomes more difficult. The procedure to deduce
an expression for the scattering intensity of such samples is initially identical to the
derivation of eq. 2.3, i.e. the pure scattering intensity is determined by the square of the
sum of all waves emerging from the irradiated atoms. Primarily, the sum index may run
over all atoms irrespective of their chemical nature. Depending on the composition, many
different combinations of the scattering length factors appear in the double sum, thus
preventing a factorization as in case of a simple mono-atomic system. As a consequence,
the structure factor of a mixture cannot be defined as a dimensionless quantity as in eq. 2.5
and it will retain the dimension of an area. Yet, all terms in the double sum have the
same form and it appears more sensible to sum over the possible chemical combinations
rather than over pairs of atom indices [7]. This approach leads to the following expression
7
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for the pure scattering intensity:
I(Q) = N
(〈f(Q)2〉 − 〈f(Q)〉2)+N · 〈f(Q)2〉SFZ(Q), (2.9)
where the structure factor is now defined as a weighted sum over partial structure factors
Sij(Q):
SFZ(Q) =
∑
i
∑
j
wij · Sij(Q) (2.10)
with wij =
xixjfifj
〈f(Q)〉2 . SFZ(Q) is the Faber-Ziman structure factor [7]. i and j run over all
combinations of chemical compositions, fi an fj are the respective form factors and xi
and xj denote the corresponding molar fractions. The angle brackets indicate an average
over the chemical composition. It should be noted that the structure factor in eqs. 2.9
and 2.10 has subsequently been made dimensionless by normalizing it to the square of the
average form factor in the sample. Rearranging eq. 2.9 finally gives a prescription how to
extract the properly normalized Faber-Ziman total structure factor from an experimental
intensity I(Q):
SFZ(Q) =
C
N
I(Q)− (〈f(Q)2〉 − 〈f(Q)〉2)
〈f(Q)〉2 . (2.11)
The normalization constant C has been introduced to ensure that the structure factor
approaches unity for sufficiently large Q-values. SFZ(Q) in eq. 2.11 is the experimentally
accessible total structure factor of a multi-component system. According to eq. 2.10,
it is composed of the partial structure factors Sij(Q). These quantities represent the
correlation between particles of species i to particles of species j in reciprocal space. The
partial structure factors are related to corresponding pair correlation functions Sij(r) in
the same way as is S(Q) to g(r) in eq. 2.7:
gij(r)− 1 = 1
2pi2rρN
∫
Q · (Sij(Q)− 1)sin(Qr)dQ. (2.12)
The partial pair correlation function gij(r), similar to the total g(r) for a pure sample,
determines the probability of finding a particle of species j at the distance r, if there is
another particle of species i at the origin. Note that gij(r) = gji(r). Analogous to the
coordination number of eq. 2.8, there are also partial coordination numbers nij, which can
be obtained from the partial radial distribution function nij(r). In this case, the relative
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fraction of the atom j under consideration has to be accounted for:
nij =
∫ r2
r1
nij(r)dr = 4piρNxj
∫ r2
r1
r2gij(r)dr. (2.13)
Note that here nij 6= nji, except if xi = xj. Besides the FZ-approach presented here,
there exist other schemes to separate the total structure factor into independent parts.
The Ashcroft-Langreth or AL-approach [8] is in principle similar to the Faber-Ziman
method but defines scattering functions which oscillate around zero. Of more practical
use, however, is the formalism that has been derived by Bhatia and Thornton [9]. The BT-
approach has been developed for binary mixtures, though it has been generalized for multi-
component systems by Ble´try [10]. It defines a set of partial structure factors representing
density-density (NN), concentration-concentration (CC) and density-concentration (NC)
correlations. It is also related to the Faber-Ziman approach as it can be shown that both
can be expressed as a linear combination of the other [10, 11]. An excellent survey is
given in reference [4].
Though the total structure factor can directly be measured in an experiment, the
relevant structural information is contained in the partial correlation functions. For a
system consisting of n components, there exist n(n + 1)/2 partial functions, irrespective
of the partition scheme (FZ, AL or BT). Their determination is the ultimate goal in the
structure exploration on a chemical mixture, but the partials are not directly accessible
from conventional scattering experiments and specific efforts must be undertaken for their
determination. One possible approach to obtain the partial correlation functions for a
multi-component system is to employ a Reverse Monte Carlo Simulation (see section 2.3)
However, a direct determination of the n(n + 1)/2 unknown Sij(Q)-functions of an n-
component system is in principle possible. In this case, an equal number of linear equations
like eq. 2.10 were needed to form a linear set of inhomogeneous equations, which can be
solved numerically if the corresponding coefficient determinant is nonzero. Such additional
equations, however, can only be generated if the wij-factors in eq. 2.10 can be modified
without changing the chemical composition. Basically, this is possible in both x-ray- and
neutron scattering. In the latter this can be achieved by preparing three different samples
with differing isotopic composition of the sample components. In this case, the form
factors entering the weighting coefficients in eq. 2.10 have to be replaced by the average
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neutron scattering length of the isotopically manipulated sample constituents. In x-ray
scattering, a variation of the form factors is also possible by a suitable energy variation
of the incident radiation. The general procedure can be easily understood considering a
model system consisting of just two different chemical components A and B. According
to eq. 2.10, the total structure factor is then given as
SFZ(Q) = wAA(Q) · SAA(Q) + 2 · wAB(Q) · SAB(Q) + wBB(Q) · SBB(Q) (2.14)
where the coefficients are determined by the composition and the form factors in the
sample:
wAA(Q) =
x2Af
2
A(Q)
〈f(Q)〉2 , wBB(Q) =
x2Bf
2
B(Q)
〈f(Q)〉2 and wAB(Q) =
xAxBfA(Q)fB(Q)
〈f(Q)〉2 (2.15)
with xi being the molar fractions of component i. The corresponding set of linear inho-
mogeneous equations then reads:
SIFZ(Q) = w
I
AA(Q) · SAA(Q) + 2 · wIAB(Q) · SAB(Q) + wIBB(Q) · SBB(Q)
SIIFZ(Q) = w
II
AA(Q) · SAA(Q) + 2 · wIIAB(Q) · SAB(Q) + wIIBB(Q) · SBB(Q) (2.16)
SIIIFZ (Q) = w
III
AA(Q) · SAA(Q) + 2 · wIIIAB(Q) · SAB(Q) + wIIIBB(Q) · SBB(Q)
The superscripts I, II and III stand for the different experiments where the coefficients
are altered either by isotopic substitution or by an appropriate variation of the x-ray
energy. In matrix notation eq. 2.16 reads:
SI(Q)
SII(Q)
SII(Q)
 =

wIAA w
I
AB w
I
BB
wIIAA w
II
AB w
II
BB
wIIIAA w
III
AB w
III
BB
 ·

SAA(Q)
2SAB(Q)
SBB(Q)
 (2.17)
[SFZ ] = [W ] · [Sij] .
Hence, the vector containing the partial structure factors is easily evaluated from the
experimentally determined vector of total structure factors and the matrix containing
the weighting factors of eq. 2.16. The final accuracy of this method depends on the
unavoidable experimental error on one hand, but also on the quality of the matrix [W ] on
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the other hand. It is preferable to choose the variation of the coefficients as to produce
as much scattering contrast between the three experiments as possible, i.e. the resulting
total structure factors should differ greatly. The value of the normalized determinant
|W |n can be used as a measure for this quality [12] where normalization is achieved by
dividing each row r by
√∑
sw
2
rs, with s indicating the column index. A modulus of
|W |n = 1 corresponds to the optimal case [13]. Poorly conditioned matrices lead to an
unpredictable enhancement of the statistical error and may cause unphysical features in
the resulting partial scattering functions.
A method of choice to introduce a contrast in the matrix of the weighting factors is
anomalous x-ray scattering, or AXS. This method constitutes an essential part of the work
presented here, and will therefore be discussed in more detail in the following section.
2.2 Differential anomalous x-ray scattering
This section will give a summary on the method of anomalous x-ray scattering (or AXS),
with special regard to the differential AXS approach that appears to be best suited for
chemical applications. It will thus be demonstrated how the variation of the incident
energy in a x-ray scattering experiment allows to discriminate between different partial
correlations in a mixture. A closer inspection of the interaction between the x-ray photon
and the atom reveals that there exists an energy dependent contribution to the atomic
form factor:
f(Q,E) = f0(Q) + f
′(E) + if ′′(E). (2.18)
f0(Q) in eq. 2.18 denotes the ordinary atomic form factor, which represents the Fourier
transform of the atomic electron density, while f ′(E) and f ′′(E) are the real and imaginary
parts of the complex energy dependent contribution. The imaginary part is characteristic
of the absorption behaviour, and the real part represents the main influence on the scat-
tering strength of the element under consideration in a typical AXS experiment. These
terms are usually small and can be neglected; however, they become significant when the
incident energy is close to an absorption edge of the atom. This behaviour is denoted as
anomalous dispersion. It is illustrated in figure 2 where the static atomic form factors for
Ge and Se, as e.g. in Ag-GeSe3 glasses, are exemplary shown in the upper diagram and
the calculated energy dependent terms are depicted in the lower graph (f0(Q) data are
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taken from [14] and the anomalous terms from [15, 16]). The anomalous dispersion gave
rise to the development of several techniques aiming to distinguish between the scattering
from different atomic species in chemical mixtures and alloys [13, 17, 18]. A direct deter-
mination as in eq. 2.16 is theoretically possible, if scattering experiments at n(n + 1)/2
different incident energies Ek are conducted. These may then cause a contrast between
the differently obtained total structure factors SFZ(Q,Ek) in an n-component mixture
and a set of inhomogeneous linear equations similar as in eq. 2.16 may be formulated.
The weighting coefficients then take the general form:
wij(Q,Ek) =
xixjfi(Q,Ek) · f ∗j (Q,Ek)
|〈f(Q,Ek)〉|2
. (2.19)
Here, i and j are again the indices of the chemical species. f ∗i (Q,Ek) is the complex
conjugate of the form factor in eq. 2.18. However, figure 2 already indicates that the
variation of the form factors with the energy is only a few percent of the static f0(Q). This
inevitably leads to a poorly conditioned coefficient matrix for the linear set of equations,
i.e. the corresponding normalized determinant |W |n will always be much less than one. For
example, in the case of the two-component systems GeTe and typical AXS measurement
conditions (see below), |W |n is in the range 0.05 to 0.1. The determinant decreases for a
multi-component system like Ge8Sb2Te11, for which values in the order of magnitude of
0.001 are obtained. As already stated above, small errors in the measured SFZ(Q,Ek) will
then cause capriciously large errors in the partial structure factors. This problem cannot
even be compensated if intense third generation synchrotrons like the ESRF in Grenoble
are used as x-ray sources to improve the statistical quality of the data.
While one has only restricted influence on the statistical error of a measurement,
it can be shown that systematic errors in the scattering data mainly cancel out if the
method of differential intensities (or “differential AXS”) is employed [19]. Thereby, data
measured at two different energies below an absorption edge of element k are subtracted
to give the differential structure factor ∆kS(Q) of that specific element. The idea behind
this approach is simple: Close to the edge, say about 20-30 eV below (see for example
Enear at the Ge-K-edge in figure 2), the scattering from correlations of this component is
weaker while correlations between the other elements in the sample scatter with normal
intensity. Still further below the edge, say about 200-300 eV, (see for example Efar
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Figure 2: Static form factors f0(Q) for Ge (black line) and Se (red line) are shown in the
upper graph. The lower graph gives the respective anomalous contributions f ′(E) and
f ′′(E). Both scales are given in electron units. As an example, Efar and Enear denote
typical values used to determine differential scattering intensities at the Ge-K-edge.
at the Ge-K-edge in figure 2) scattering from the k-correlations is again increased. If
the difference between the two measured intensities is taken, the scattering from the
other correlations mainly drop out, since they are little affected by the energy variation.
Thus, primarily correlations from the element under consideration will contribute to the
differential scattering intensity. The differential structure factor ∆kS(Q) can readily be
obtained from the experimental intensities of eq. 2.9 taking into account an appropriate
normalization:
∆kS(Q) =
∆k [C · I(Q,Efar, Enear)]−∆k [〈f 2〉 − 〈f〉2]
∆k [〈f〉2] . (2.20)
The ∆ in eq. 2.20 denotes the difference of the subsequent quantity in square brackets
taken between Efar and Enear close to the absorption edge of element k. This time nor-
malization is achieved by dividing through the difference of the squared average form
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factors. This kind of normalization is on the one hand chosen as to retain the struc-
ture factor again dimensionless, but also to obtain a reasonable scale for this quantity.
Otherwise the values of the differential structure factor were extremely small along the
entire Q-scale. Also, a constant C is once again introduced to ensure that the structure
factor approaches unity for sufficiently large Q-values. The experimental procedure is
then repeated at the absorption edges of the other elements as well. As a result, one ob-
tains the differential structure factors ∆kS(Q) for each component k of the mixture, each
containing the correlations of this specific element to all elements in the sample. It is in
principle possible to Fourier transform these functions in order to get the corresponding
differential pair correlation functions ∆kg(r), which can then directly be interpreted (see
e.g. [17, 19]). However, other possibilities exist allowing to draw more detailed structural
conclusions from the data. The differential structure factors can also be related to the
partial structure factors if eq. 2.14 is used to calculate ∆kS(Q):
∆kS(Q) =
∑
i
∑
j
∆kwij(Q) · Sij(Q). (2.21)
According to eq. 2.19 and accounting for the normalization of eq. 2.20 the coefficients are
then defined as
∆kwij(Q,Efar, Enear) =
xixj∆[fi(Q)f
∗
j (Q)]
∆k [〈f(Q)〉2] . (2.22)
Again, the ∆ indicate the differences of the quantities in the square brackets calculated
at the different incident energies Efar and Enear at the edge of element k. As for the wij’s
in eg. 2.19, the Q-dependence of the weighting factors is generally weak, cf. fig. 3, which
gives an impression of the general Q-dependence and of the effect of the differential AXS
method on the wij(Q) for amorphous Ag0.15(GeSe3)0.85. For a two component system, it
is still possible to further pursue the approach of solving a set of inhomogeneous equations
directly. For this, a third measurement needs to be performed still further away from the
aforementioned absorption edges of the sample elements. Then three measured structure
factors exist and the set of inhomogeneous equations reads:
S(Q) = wAA · SAA(Q) + 2 · wAB · SAB(Q) + wBB · SBB(Q)
∆AS(Q) = ∆AwAA · SAA(Q) + 2 ·∆AwAB · SAB(Q) + [∆AwBB · SBB(Q)] (2.23)
∆BS(Q) = [∆BwAA · SAA(Q)] + 2 ·∆BwAB · SAB(Q) + ∆BwBB · SBB(Q).
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Figure 3: Weighting factors wij for Ag0.15(GeSe3)0.85 along the Q-range of interest for the
total (a) and each differential structure factor: (b) Ag, (c) Se, (d) Ge.
The first row in eq. 2.23 corresponds to the single S(Q)-measurement far away from
the edges of the sample components, where the coefficients wij are then calculated using
eq. 2.19. The other two rows are determined by the differential measurements at the
absorption edge of element A and element B, respectively. Here, the coefficients are
determined by eq. 2.22 (the Q-dependence of the coefficients in eq. 2.23 is neglected for
clarity). The quantities written in square brackets, e.g. [∆AwBB], are usually small, since
no contributions from the element related to the absorption edge are included in the
weighting factors (i.e. for example B − B correlations at the A-absorption edge). Thus,
they are sometimes omitted completely [13]. On the other hand, as will be shown in fig. 3,
such an approximation is not always justified.
The advantage of solving eq. 2.23 instead of a set of equations obtained from directly
measuring S(Q,Ek) at three different energies is that the coefficient matrix of eq. 2.23 is
considerably better conditioned. This is due to the fact that the differences in eq. 2.22
enhance those factors containing the form factors of the considered edge element and
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suppress the others. This is illustrated in fig. 3 for an AXS experiment on Ag0.15(GeSe3)0.85
(see section 4 for the measurement conditions): The wij’s in the total S(Q) are dominated
by Se contributions due to its large relative amount (71.9% Se, 23.9%, 4.2% Ag). In
contrast, fig. 3 b) demonstrates the suppression of correlations that are not related to the
element k in the ∆kwij’s, e.g. in the ∆Agwij’s, for which all correlations not containing
Ag are close to zero. The limitation of this effect can be seen in the ∆Gewij’s, where
Se contributions still constitute a considerable factor: This fact is easily rationalized by
considering the large relative amount of Se, the characteristics of f ′Se near the absorption
edge of Ge, where a small difference between the two measurements below the Ge edge is
still visible (see fig. 2), and eq. 2.22. Nonetheless, the experimental ∆kS(Q)’s consequently
comprise a considerably larger contrast than the directly measured S(Q,Ek)’s.
2.3 Reverse Monte Carlo Modelling
The Reverse Monte Carlo (or RMC) modelling procedure represents an alternative to a
direct solution of eq. 2.23. In a nutshell, RMC simulates the real sample by an ensemble of
atoms as hard spheres in a box (e.g. 10000 atoms for a typical simulation of an amorphous
system). In each simulation step, individual atoms are moved and the partial gij(r) are
calculated from the atomic positions in the computer generated ensemble. Using the
inverse of the Fourier transform in eq. 2.12, the respective Sij(Q) can be computed to
determine the total structure factor SFZ(Q) according to eq. 2.10. The simulation is then
repeated until satisfactory agreement between the experimental and the computed total
structure factors is reached. However, it should be kept in mind that this approach is
just a fitting procedure with n(n+ 1)/2 free parameters and that their number is growing
steeply with the number of chemical components. It is therefore appropriate to also
include other boundary conditions, like atomic diameters, into the simulation in order to
make the result more unequivocal.
The basic idea of the Reverse Monte Carlo algorithm has been proposed by McGreevy
and Pusztai in 1988 [20]. Since then, various program packages have been developed and
continuously been improved. For the simulations presented in this work, the RMC POT
package coded by Gereben et al. [21, 22] has been employed. As input data for the RMC
simulation, the individual differential structure factors for each element and one total
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structure factor obtained at the highest measured energy are included. If not mentioned
otherwise, an input configuration of 10,000 atoms with proper stoichiometry is chosen,
with atoms randomly distributed in a cubic box corresponding to the number density of
the material. Furthermore, minimum atomic distances are defined to avoid unphysical
configurations, and if clearly known from other studies or based on chemical arguments,
bond angle constraints are defined for selected correlations.
The following list will give a short overview and a discussion of important parameters
for the RMC method as employed in this work.
• Cut-off distances, i.e. minimal interatomic distances, need to be included for all
distinct atomic pairs. Atomic radii, e.g. covalent radii, are usually a good first
approximation for these values. However, they need to be carefully adjusted during
the RMC procedure, and can be raised considerably e.g. when certain correlations
are proven to exhibit no chemical bonds. Such data can be obtained from EXAFS
measurements, for example.
• Maximum move distances have to be given for each element. High values (ca. 1
- 3 A˚) grant some flexibility to the system, but usually result in a low number of
accepted moves. Small values (ca. 0.2 - 0.5 A˚) raise the number of accepted moves
considerably.
• r-space resolution determines the sampling rate of the three dimensional configura-
tion and the corresponding pair distribution functions. Values of 2pi/Qmax (with the
highest measured Q-value Qmax) should not be exceeded. For practical purposes,
smaller values of 0.1 - 0.15 A˚ are chosen.
• Sigma values (or σ-values) are weighting factors for the individual input datasets
and for other constraints on the simulation. Thus, they are used to constrain RMC
results to the experimental data. The usual order of magnitude in the simulations
presented in this work is 0.001 to 0.01. The relative magnitude of the σ values
determines a relative weighting of the different datasets; for example, the statistical
error in the total S(Q) measurements is smaller than the error in the ∆kS(Q)’s,
and thus constitutes a reason to choose a smaller σ-value. Larger σ-values represent
a “weak” constraint and smaller σ-values represent a “strong” constraint, i.e. the
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relative weighting of a given constraint in the simulation is higher, the smaller the
corresponding σ-value is chosen.
• Polynomial correction terms can be used as a correction to the experimental data.
Polynomial functions of zeroth to third order and a correction of the amplitude can
be employed, e.g. to account for experimental background intensities that cannot
be corrected entirely. The amplitude correction is especially useful for differential
intensities collected by AXS, since e.g. small errors resulting from the normalization
procedure can be corrected.
• Bond angle constraints can be included for distinct atomic pairs. Such constraints
are employed (usually with comparably high σ values) to exclude unphysical con-
figurations.
• (Average) coordination constraints can be included to enforce a certain coordination
around a specific element, e.g. a four-fold coordination of Ge atoms.
The agreement between the experimental data and the functions obtained from RMC
are described via the squared error sum χ2, weighted with the individual σ value. The
goodness of the fit is defined independent of the σ’s by the RW values assigned to each
dataset included in the simulation.
The RMC scheme is an efficient way to obtain a physical model which matches the
experimental data; however, some problems concerning this data analysis procedure need
to be addressed. First, configurations obtained by RMC will likely be the most disor-
dered possible configurations. Furthermore, including the interatomic cut-off distances
will sometimes result in unphysical atomic agglomeration or even sharp peaks close to the
cut-off [23], which must be carefully scrutinized. Also, configurations with bond angles of
about 60◦ are found very often in the three dimensional model, as this arrangement corre-
sponds to the most space saving configuration, but may be an artifact from the simulation
scheme.
Finally, it should always be kept in mind that - despite the apparent improvement of
the structural information obtained from the AXS/RMC method - the resulting data still
needs to be critically scrutinized. The formal solution of an under-determined system of
linear equations can never lead to an unambiguous result. Therefore, the outcome of this
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procedure should be carefully tested, e.g. against other starting configurations. Also, as al-
ready mentioned above, it certainly improves the reliability of the data if other constraints
are additionally included into the RMC-simulation. It is also an inherent limitation to
all structural descriptions of disordered materials that the investigated structures are re-
garded as being isotropic and are thus described with one-dimensional functions (i.e. g(r)
instead of g(~r)). The resulting solution will therefore only be valid within the isotropic
approximation.
2.4 Structural hierarchy in amorphous systems
As mentioned above, amorphous systems exhibit an order mainly on the range of nearest
neighbours. This range is probed e.g. by EXAFS measurements. However, an order
beyond the nearest neighbours can be observed with adequately sophisticated techniques.
This level of order, which is still well below a long-range order as observed in crystals, has
long been a subject of controversy. The discussion of this order is often based on an intense,
narrow peak observed in the low-Q region between about 0.5 - 1.5 A˚−1 in many disordered
systems. This signal is called “pre-peak”, since it appears well before the “principal” peak
around 2 - 3 A˚−1, or “first sharp diffraction peak” (FSDP). Throughout this work, this
peak will be referred to as FSDP in accordance with the established nomenclature. Most
studies including diffraction experiments on amorphous samples agree that the existence of
a FSDP is a sign for an intermediate range order in the system, and assign two significant
values to it: the characteristic length Rc and the coherence length Lc, defined by:
Rc =
2pi
QFSDP
and Lc =
2pi
∆QFSDP
(2.24)
with the position QFSDP and the half-width value ∆QFSDP of the FSDP. Due to the
position characteristic for this peak, values for Rc are typically in the range of 4 - 10 A˚;
values for Lc vary more, but are typically in the range of 10 - 20 A˚. Though these values
are often listed in the respective studies, their meaning often remains somehow elusive.
Elliot gives a summary on the FSDP in covalent glasses and liquids [24], arguing
that this peak is connected to the concentration-concentration structure factor (in the
BT formalism). The proposed model is able to explain the temperature and pressure
dependence of the FSDP in various liquids and glasses. It can also explain why the
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observed FSDP generally occurs at approximately the same position when plotted against
the reduced coordinate QFSDP · r1, with r1 being the nearest neighbour distance. This
value was determined to be QFSDP · r1 ≈ 2.5.
A novel interpretation of the FSDP is given in a survey by Uchino et al. [25], analyzing
the FSDP in silica glass. They interpret the characteristic length Rc = 2pi/QFSDP ≈
4.1 A˚ as the interplanar separation lengths of “pseudo-Bragg planes” that are spanned by
the second-neighbour correlations of Si and O atoms. Though the interatomic separation
of Si-Si and O-O is about 5 A˚, as seen in the pair correlation function, the parallel planes
spanned by these correlations necessarily exhibit a shorter separation. They are thus a
possible explanation for the FSDP with the indicated characteristic length (corresponding
to the position 1.5 A˚−1 in the S(Q)) without an actual atomic accumulation at 4 A˚ in
the g(r). The density fluctuations associated to these planes vanish over a length of
L ≈ 10 − 15 A˚. This model thereby provides a possible interpretation of the values Rc
and Lc, and offers an explanation as to why there is generally no peak in the gij(r) on
length scales expected by the position of the FSDP.
The structural hierarchy associated to the different levels of order is discussed within
three length scales, for which different definitions are given. Elliott defines the following
three different length scales with distinct attributed interactions: [26–28]
• Short-range order (SRO): 2-5 A˚, 2 and 3 body interactions, coordination numbers,
bond length and angles.
• Medium-range order (MRO): 5-20 A˚, 4 and 5 body interactions, dihedral and adja-
cent dihedral angle distributions.
• Extended-range order (ERO) also called long-range structure - LRS - in order to
avoid confusion with a “long-range order” observed only in crystals: characterized
by oscillations in g(r) beyond 10-20 A˚, extending to 15·rnearest neighbour.
Slightly different definitions are given by Salmon et al. They discuss the concept of
“topological” vs. “chemical” order in disordered systems [29]. Using the Bhatia-Thornton
formalism, they differentiate between chemical (via gCC(r)) and topological order (via the
gNN(r)) in the binary glasses ZnCl2 and GeSe2. They provide evidence for three different
length scales observable in all partial correlations, which are defined as:
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Figure 4: Extended range order in Ag0.50(GeSe3)0.50. Black line: result of the RMC
simulation for the Ge-Ge correlation. Red line: fit with a damped sine wave with a
periodicity of 3.1 A˚.
• Short-range order. This order is mainly associated to the principal peak at QPP ≈
2 A˚−1, thus obtaining a real space order of about 3 A˚, corresponding to the nearest
neighbour distance.
• Intermediate-range order. Dominated by the FSDP, in the range between the nearest
neighbours and about 12 A˚.
• Extended-range order. Oscillations in g(r) with a periodicity of 2pi
QPP
above r = 12
until about 62 A˚, which are interpreted as a propagation of SRO.
As will be shown in section 4.2.4, similar levels of order are also found e.g. in Ag-GeSe3
glasses. Figure 4 illustrates the concept of extended range order in the Ag0.50(GeSe3)0.50
glass, employing the reduced RDF of the Ge-Ge correlation, with the general form
ρij(r) = 4piρNxjr
2[gij(r)− 1]. (2.25)
The resulting function exhibits clear oscillations with a periodicity of 2pi
Q
=3.1 A˚, corre-
sponding to the position of the principal peak in the SGeGe(Q) at QPP = 2 A˚
−1. The
oscillations vanish at length scales beyond 30 A˚.
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The following section focuses on practical aspects connected with the actual realization
of the AXS experiments. First, the preparation of the different samples is presented as
well as the employed sample containers. Furthermore, a short description is given of the
experimental environment at the synchrotron facilities where the experiments were con-
ducted. The AXS setup and data collection method necessitate a careful data reduction
procedure and certain specific corrections, which are discussed and illustrated with some
chosen examples.
3.1 Sample preparation
Two different kinds of chalkogenide glasses are the subject of this work: fast ionic con-
ducting glasses of the general composition Agx(GeSe3)1−x, and Ge-Sb-Te phase-change
materials with the general compositions (GeTe)1−x(Sb2Te3)x. The following subsections
will present the preparation and initial characterization of these samples.
3.1.1 Ag-GeSe3 glasses
The amorphous samples of Agx(GeSe3)1−x with x=0.15, 0.33 and 0.50 were prepared by
water-quenching from the sealed mixture of the respective ratios of Ag, GeSe2 and Se
into a silica tube under vacuum. The three values correspond to Ag concentrations of
4.2, 11 and 20 at.% of Ag. The resulting powder was pressed into a round pellet with a
flat surface of about 13 mm in diameter, cf. fig. 5. The concentrations and homogeneity
were examined by x-ray diffraction and differential thermal analysis at several positions
of the quenched samples. The samples have been provided by Dr. Yokinobu Kawakita
(J-PARC).
Note that the nomenclature is not consistent throughout the literature: The first
studies on the ionic conductivity of these glasses by Kawasaki et al. [31] adopts the
‘chemists notation’ Ag-(GeSe3), which is not to be confused with the designation of the
form Agx(Ge0.25Se0.75)1−x, for which the x directly indicates the atomic fraction of silver.
In the following, I will abbreviate the compositions for the investigated samples using the
latter definition with “Ag4” (xKawasaki = 0.15), “Ag11” (xKawasaki = 0.33) and “Ag20”
(xKawasaki = 0.50).
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Figure 5: Photograph of an Ag-GeSe3 sample. [30]
3.1.2 GeTe-Sb2Te3 glasses
The (GeTe)1−x(Sb2Te3)x samples have been prepared by radio-frequency sputtering de-
position. Sputter targets with the nominal compositions have been purchased from
EvoChem. As substrate materials, SiO2 glass disks with a diameter of 5 cm were used.
The background pressure was adjusted to 10−7 to 10−6 mbar, the working pressure for the
deposition from an Ar plasma was set to about 10−2 mbar, employing a continuous flow
of Argon of 10 sccm. The target surface was cleaned during a pre-sputtering process for
about 15 min prior to each experiment. The actual cathode power used was 20 - 50 W.
See e.g. [32] for similar sputtering conditions to produce Ge2Sb2Te5.
The composition of the sputtered samples was checked by energy dispersive x-ray
(EDX) analysis (see. fig. 7), and the amorphicity has been confirmed prior to the ex-
periment by in-house x-ray diffractometry using a Cu-Kα source (compare the exemplary
graph in fig. 8). EDX analysis was performed at 6 - 7 different spots on the sputtered sam-
ples; table 2 summarizes the measured compositions and the deviation from the nominal
composition. Three samples of GeTe, five samples of Ge8Sb2Te11, one sample of Ge1Sb4Te7
and two samples of Sb2Te3 have been characterized. Generally, longer sputtering times,
higher values for the background pressure and higher RF powers lead to larger deviations
from the nominal composition. The samples with the lowest deviation from the nominal
composition, i.e. GeTe#6, GST-8,2,11#3 and GST-8,2,11#5 and GST-1,4,7#1 have been
used for the actual AXS experiments. The Sb2Te3 samples were unstable, exhibiting a
spontaneous crystallization, and thus were not be employed in the AXS experiments.
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Figure 6: Photograph of a GST sample with a thickness of about 1 µm, sputter-deposited
on a glass substrate.
Figure 7: Exemplary graph of an EDX analysis of GeTe. Each peak is assigned to its
corresponding element. Element ratios taken from this graph are illustrated in tab. 2.
Sample thicknesses have been monitored by profilometry and were found to be in the
range of 0.6 to 3.8 µm; the sputtering rate is thus determined to be 0.57 µm/h (i.e. about
1.6 A˚/s) for a RF power of 50 W.
3.1.3 Sample container
The amorphous samples of AgGeSe could be prepared in comparably large quantities
due to the good glass forming ability of the material. These samples were measured in
reflection geometry during the AXS experiment without the need for a sample container,
thus facilitating the data reduction process.
The GeSbTe samples can only be prepared in small amounts (a few milligram per
sputtered sample), so that they cannot be pressed into a pellet. These samples had to be
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Figure 8: Raw data of GeTe measured with a Cu-Kα source. The dashed red line shows
the background produced by the sample holder. Data points were collected in steps of
0.7◦ (equivalent to ∼0.05 A˚−1). Each data point was measured for 3384 seconds.
Table 2: Actual compositions of the GeSbTe samples and deviations to nominal compo-
sition by EDX.
Sample label Composition / at% Deviation / at%
Ge Sb Te Ge Sb Te
GeTe ideal 50 50
GeTe #03 47.04 52.96 -2.96 2.96
GeTe #04 41.69 58.31 -8.31 8.31
GeTe #06 49.45 50.55 -0.55 0.55
GST-8,2,11 ideal 38.10 9.52 52.38
GST-8,2,11 #01 36.47 12.23 51.31 -1.63 2.70 -1.07
GST-8,2,11 #02 35.86 11.03 53.11 -2.24 1.50 0.73
GST-8,2,11 #03 37.26 10.42 52.32 -0.83 0.89 -0.06
GST-8,2,11 #05 37.14 10.49 52.37 -0.95 0.96 -0.01
GST-8,2,11 #06 36.27 10.53 53.20 -1.83 1.00 0.82
GST-1,4,7 ideal 8.33 33.33 58.33
GST-1,4,7 #01 8.60 34.44 56.96 0.26 1.11 -1.38
Sb2Te3 ideal 40.0 60.0
Sb2Te3 #2 40.65 59.35 0.65 -0.65
Sb2Te3 #3 40.48 59.52 0.48 -0.48
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Figure 9: Schematic representation of the sample container (not to scale). Left: front
view, right: side view.
enclosed in a custom-built brass sample container. This container allows to adjust sample
thicknesses between 20 µm and 300 µm using a leaden spacer, as schematically shown
in fig. 9. Kapton (i.e. polyimide) foil with a thickness of 7 µm was chosen as window
material due to its high transmittance of x-rays in the desired energy region. This setup
permits an angular opening of about 110◦.
3.2 Practical aspects of the AXS experiments
The following subsection gives a short overview over the two beamlines used for the AXS
experiments, i.e. beamline BM02 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)
and beamline BL13XU at the Super Photon ring-8 GeV (SPring-8), and over the data
reduction procedures necessary for data acquired there. The specific corrections, which
are required due to the different analyzer crystals, are discussed in a separate subsection.
Table 3: Overview of the beamline specifications of BM02 [33] and BL13XU [34].
Parameter BM02 BL13XU
Extraction method bending magnet, 0.8 T undulator
Primary monochromator double crystal Si(111) or Si(311) double crystal Si(111)
Intensity 1011 ph/s 6 · 1013 ph/s
Typical beam size 0.3 x 0.1 mm 0.5 x 0.3 mm
Primary energy resolution ∆E
E
2 · 10−4 1 · 10−4
Analyzer crystal, res. ∆E
E
bent graphite, 7 · 10−3 LiF, 1 · 10−3
Detector NaI scintillator NaI scintillator
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Figure 10: Schematic experimental setup for AXS experiments in transmission geometry.
The general setup for an AXS experiment is shown schematically in fig. 10 for the case
of an experiment conducted in transmission geometry. The use of an analyzer crystal
allows to discriminate contributions other than the purely elastic scattering. Scanning
the position of this crystal at a given Q-value gives the energy dispersive intensity of the
detected beam (called “analyzer scans” in the following), so that the various contributions,
which are indistinguishable in a conventional scattering experiment, can be determined.
This step is crucial for the AXS method as the error induced by a detection of only
the integral intensity may be too large to be neglected when calculating the differential
intensities.
3.2.1 General considerations
For the successful application of the AXS method, some general experimental aspects
should be considered carefully, the main issues being the energy of the incident x-ray beam
and the energy resolution of the experimental setup. The choice of the incident energy is
the crucial factor for the AXS method. For elements between the atomic numbers 23 and
52 (Vanadium to Tellurium), there usually exist experimentally accessible K absorption
edges. For elements heavier than Tellurium, L absorption edges become experimentally
more feasible, and also offer a contrast which is higher than that obtained at K edges,
as the variation of f ′(E) is more pronounced. Elements lighter than Vanadium, on the
other hand, do not possess x-ray absorption edges in a suitable energy range. It should
also be kept in mind that the choice of the incident energy defines the experimentally
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accessible Q-range, as the scattering angle is given by the experimental setup. In practice,
this represents a problem especially for absorption edges below 10 keV, which sets a
maximum Q-value of about 9 A˚−1 for a typical setup with a maximal detector angle
2Θmax = 120
◦. Furthermore, the two energies close to the edge needed for the calculation
of the differential structure factor should be chosen as to provide properly enhanced
weighting factors. But also here, the choice is limited by two factors: On the near-edge
side, theoretical values for the dispersion terms obtained from ab-initio calculations [15]
can be employed for the calculations, if the energy is chosen not too close to the edge
(usually in the range of a few ten eV below the edge). Closer to the edge, the effect of the
chemical environment on the inner core electrons is strong, so that the calculated values
are not accurate enough anymore, and an individual measurement of the absorption edge
by means of x-ray absorption spectroscopy becomes necessary (cf. [35]). On the far-edge
side, the energy range is mainly limited by the variation of the dispersion terms of other
constituent elements and by considering that the energy difference may not be too large
in order to profit from the error cancellation described above. Consequently, this energy
is usually chosen to be only a few hundred eV below the edge. This choice is by far made
most often, but it is not mandatory: An interesting example for an AXS experiment using
energies very far from the absorption edge (i.e. 1.6 keV and 7 keV, respectively) can be
found in reference [18], Chapter 5.1.
Another important aspect is the energy resolution. On the one hand, the necessary
resolution of the incident beam is in the order of magnitude of a few eV (i.e. roughly
∆E/E = 10−4) and is usually unproblematic to achieve at a modern synchrotron facility.
On the other hand, the resolution of the detecting system – that is preferably in the
range of 50 to 150 eV or below (i.e. about ∆E/E = 1 · 10−2) – requires some explanation.
The detector resolution needs to be sufficient in order to discriminate inelastic scattering
contributions from the elastic signal; in the case of wide-angle anomalous scattering,
these contributions are due to the Compton and the Resonant Raman effect (see e.g. [4]
for further explanations on these effects), and can be sufficiently well determined with the
specified resolution. However, a better resolution at the detector is usually obtained by
cutting off a part of the x-ray beam, and thus leads to a decrease of the measured intensity.
This, in turn, has a direct effect on the statistical quality of the data, which is an essential
factor for the calculation of the differential structure factors. Taking into account these
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considerations, the use of an analyzer crystal (e.g. graphite) and a standard scintillating
detector have proven to be the best experimental compromise for this method. The use
of this setup instead of e.g. a solid state detector greatly simplifies the data reduction
procedure [36] and usually grants a higher counting rate. At the moment, this kind of
experimental setup is only available at the beamlines BM02 at the ESRF and at BL13XU
at SPring-8. In the end, the concept of obtaining element specific information by use of
the anomalous dispersion effect is of course not limited to the field of glassy structure
determination or the differential AXS method. A contrast variation via the f ′(E) part
of the form factor is also used in e.g. small angle scattering (ASAXS). [37] On the other
hand, X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS) [38, 39] spectroscopy methods employ
the structured imaginary part f ′′(E) of the form factor above the absorption edge; and
last but not least, a technique that employs the changes in both anomalous dispersion
parts of the form factor is e.g. the Multi-wavelength Anomalous Diffraction (MAD) [40].
3.2.2 Data reduction
The measured intensities have to be corrected for absorption effects and inelastic scattering
contributions, and have to be normalized to an absolute scale. The basic methods for
these corrections are described shortly in the following. For a more detailed look into the
specific physical basis of the underlying effects, appropriate references for further reading
are given.
Absorption When conducting a scattering experiment, the absorption of the x-ray
photons generally depends on the scattering angle 2Θ and has to be corrected in order
to calculate the scattering intensity arising purely from the sample. For an experiment
in reflection geometry, this dependence can usually be neglected if the sample has an
appropriate thickness [41]. Since furthermore, the experiments in reflection geometry in
this work were performed without a sample container, usually no absorption correction
is necessary. On the other hand, for experiments in transmission geometry, not only the
2Θ-dependence, but also the contribution from the sample container has to be corrected
[41, 42]:
IS(2Θ) =
1
AS,SC(2Θ)
·
(
IS,C(2Θ)− AC,SC(2Θ)
AC,C(2Θ)
· IC(2Θ)
)
, (3.1)
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with
AS,SC(2Θ) = exp
(
−µCdC + µSdS
cos(2Θ
2
)
)
(3.2)
AC,SC(2Θ)
AC,C(2Θ)
= exp
(
− µSdS
cos(2Θ
2
)
)
. (3.3)
and using the following definitions:
IS(2Θ), the scattering intensity arising
purely from the sample
IC(2Θ), the scattering intensity of the
sample cell
IS,C , the cumulative intensity of sample
and cell (which is directly measured dur-
ing the experiment)
AS,SC(2Θ), the absorption factor for a
scattering process in the sample and ab-
sorption in the sample and in the cell
AC,SC(2Θ), the absorption factor for a
scattering process in the cell and absorp-
tion in the sample and in the cell
AC,C(2Θ), the absorption factor for a scat-
tering process in the cell and absorption in
the cell
µS, the mass attenuation coefficient of the
sample
µC , the mass attenuation coefficient of the
cell
(Values for the mass attenuation coeffi-
cients can be taken from [43].)
dS, the sample thickness
dC , the thickness of the cell windows.
Inelastic scattering contributions Contributions from inelastically scattered pho-
tons to the desired experimental data mainly arise from Compton scattering and the
resonant Raman effect. Due to the high energy resolution that can be achieved by the
use of an analyzer crystal, it is possible that the actual impact of inelastic scattering can
be negligible in AXS experiments; nevertheless, these contributions have to be closely
monitored, as will be shown in the following.
Compton scattering describes the process of photons scattered from quasi-free elec-
trons in the sample (i.e. the energy of the photon is much larger than the binding energy
of the scattering electron). The energy of the Compton radiation depends on the scatter-
ing angle 2Θ; it is well known that the difference in wavelength of the original (λ0) and
scattered photons (λ′) is given by: [4]
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Figure 11: a) Contribution of the Compton scattering to the overall scattered intensity
in the case of GeTe (Te far edge). Red: form factor f 2, black: Compton factor CGeTe,
green: total intensity f 2+CGeTe, blue: contribution of the Compton scattering to the total
intensity. b) Compton energy by eq. 3.5 as a function of Q. Displayed in red and green
are the energy resolution values of the LiF and Graphite analyzer crystal, respectively,
and the blue line is the contribution of the Compton scattering to the total intensity
taken from (a). Indicated are the values of the Compton ratios where the energy curve
intersects the analyzer resolution values.
∆λ = (λ′ − λ0) = h
mec
[1− cos(2Θ)]. (3.4)
The resulting energy of the Compton radiation E ′ as a function of the original energy
E0 and the scattering vector Q is then obtained after some rearrangements:
E ′ =
E0
1 + h
2
8mepi2
· Q2
E0
. (3.5)
The relative intensity of the Compton radiation can be estimated through Compton
scattering factors Cα[44], which have been tabulated for most elements α. The sum of the
average squared form factor f 2 and the Compton scattering factor is a good approximation
of the theoretically expected intensity, thus the ratio of Cα/(f 2 + Cα) can be used to
calculate the intensity of the Compton scattering in the analyzer scans, as shown in fig. 11
for the case of GeTe. It is noteworthy that the relative contribution rises considerably as
a function of Q; on the other hand the Compton energy decreases, thus the separation of
the elastic signal also grows as a function of Q.
The resonant Raman effect (or resonant Raman scattering, RRS) constitutes another
inelastic contribution. However, this effect becomes important only for measurements
very close to an absorption edge, i.e. the “near-edge” scans about 20-30 eV below the
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Figure 12: Section of the analyzer scan at 9 A˚−1 at the Ge near edge of Ag0.50(GeSe3)0.50,
showing the contributions of inelastic scattering to the elastic peak. The inset displays
the complete intensity range. The three contributions are fitted with Gaussian functions
as follows: overall intensity (blue), Resonant Raman (red) and Compton (green).
absorption edge. It has been described as an “ ‘anticipating’ fluorescence”[4]. During
a “normal” fluorescence process, the absorption of a photon with an incident energy
E0 higher than the energy of the absorption edge Eedge leads to the emission of typical
Kα and Kβ radiation. However, though the incident energy is still below the energy of
the absorption edge, the incident photon can excite an electron to a virtual level. The
“relaxation” from this state emits a photon with a resonant Raman energy ERα or ERβ,
which is shifted to the actual fluorescence energy by ∆E = Eedge − E0. See [4] and [45]
for further reading on this effect.
Fig. 12 shows the contributions of the inelastic signals compared to the elastic peak at
9 A˚−1 at the Ge near edge of Ag0.50(GeSe3)0.50. The actual share of the inelastic scattering
in the energy range covered by the analyzer is rather small, i.e. usually less than 0.1%
(confer as well fig. 14 in the next subsection). Nevertheless, the inelastic contributions
have to be closely inspected, since the contribution to the measured intensity exhibits a
complex Q-dependence. This is especially important for the calculation of the differential
structure factors ∆kS(Q), since the difference in intensity is only in the order of magnitude
of a few percent.
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Normalization The x-ray detecting system cannot provide an absolute scale for the
measured photon intensity. It is therefore necessary to normalize the acquired data to
atomic units after all correction schemes described before have been applied. A method
that is commonly employed has first been described by Krogh-Moe [46] and Norman [47].
Therein, a normalization constant C is calculated, which is defined by
Iabsolute = C · Iexperimental. (3.6)
The constant C has already been introduced in eq. 2.11. Further details are provided
in the original papers cited above. For multi-component chemical systems, C takes the
following form:
C =
Qmax∫
Qmin
f2
f
2 ·Q2dQ− 2pi2ρN
Qmax∫
Qmin
I(Q)
f
2 ·Q2dq
. (3.7)
Technically, the lower and the upper limit for the integrals in eq. 3.7 should be zero and
infinity, respectively. Naturally, only the minimal and the maximal value reachable in the
experiment, Qmin and Qmax, can be used. The resulting error has been approximated for
a typical Cu Kα diffraction experiment in the range 0.5-5A˚
−1 to be about 1% [46]. A
larger Q-range reduces this error.
It should be noted that whereas the error resulting from the limited experimental Q-
range is negligible in a usual x-ray scattering experiment, it may become problematic for
the calculation of differential intensities. The normalization procedure therefore needs to
be carefully checked in the case of the anomalous scattering experiments.
3.2.3 Definition of the absorption edge
The setup at the synchrotron facilities necessitates the determination of the absorption
edge prior to each scattering experiment. Another reason for this step is that the actual
position of the absorption edge may vary to some extent in a condensed sample due to the
environment around the specific element. These problems are solved by first calibrating
the incident energy employing a standard sample containing the desired element (usually
a pure element). In a second step the sample is adjusted in the x-ray beam and the
absorption edge is measured by the fluorescence radiation emitted from the sample as a
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Figure 13: Exemplary energy scan to define (a) the Ge K-edge in Ag0.15(GeSe3)0.85 and
(b) the Te K-edge in Ge8Sb2Te11. The position of the near-edge measurement (20-30 eV
below the absorption edge) is indicated as well.
function of the energy of the incident radiation, which is varied about ±40 eV around
the absorption edge. Thereby, the edge position is defined within an accuracy of ±1eV.
Figure 13 a) displays such an energy scan around the Ge K-edge in Ag0.15(GeSe3)0.85.
Note that each edge possesses a unique form connected to the electronic structure of the
element, as illustrated by a comparison with e.g. the Te K-edge in Ge8Sb2Te11 shown in
fig. 13 b).
3.2.4 Analyzer specific corrections
The previously described corrections to the data measured in a scattering experiment have
been straightforward in the sense that they are needed for any diffraction experiment as
a matter of principle. However, the practical implementation of the AXS setup usually
requires the use of an analyzer crystal for secondary monochromatisation, in order to
achieve the desired energy resolution. The use of such a device demands another correction
procedure due to several factors, among else an imperfect alignment, inhomogeneity of
the x-ray beam and the mosaicity of the crystals. This effect will be discussed in the
following, and the differences of the two monochromator crystals at BM02/ESRF and at
BL13XU/SPring-8 will be emphasized.
Bent graphite crystal At BM02/ESRF, a bent graphite crystal with a resolution
of about 60 eV for energies in the range of the Ge K edge was employed for the AXS
experiments, cf. table 3. The analyzer position is usually optimized at the S(Q) maximum
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around Q = 2 A˚−1 for the investigated samples. As mentioned above, a scan of the angular
position of the monochromator crystal is equivalent to measuring the energy spectrum of
the scattered radiation. Thus, the angular position of the crystal can be translated into a
corresponding energy, as shown in the two axis labels in fig. 14. Such a scan is performed
at several Q-values after each measurement.
However, due to the problems mentioned above, a continuous shift of the x-ray beam
on the monochromator crystal as a function of Q is often observed, manifested as a shift
of the elastic peak in the analyzer scans, as shown in fig. 14 for the Ge near and far
edges in Ag0.50(GeSe3)0.50. Note that the energy axis in this case is only applicable to the
scans near the Q value where the analyzer position has been optimized. For the other
scans, the energy axis is actually shifting in such a way that the maximum of the curve
corresponds to the elastically scattered radiation (11.083 keV and 10.903 at the Ge-near
and far edge, respectively). However, since no correction of the analyzer position has
been applied during the measurement, the situation in fig. 14 represents the intensity
distribution actually observed in the experiment.
Figure 14 thus suggests that the measured intensity is too small in the high-Q region.
A solution for this problem is to compare the intensity at the actual position of the
analyzer crystal during the measurement (represented as a dashed line in fig. 14) and
the intensity at the maximum of the elastic peak. The ratio between both quantities is
visualized in fig. 15 a) for the scans shown in fig. 14. In this case, the effect is comparably
small and the curves for the Ge near and Ge far edge only differ in the region above 7 A˚−1.
However, the effect can be more prominent for different experiments and as a function
of Q, as exemplarily shown in fig. 15 b) for the Ag edge in Ag0.15(GeSe3)0.85. The data
points in figures 15 a) and 15 b) have been fitted with a sigmoidal function, which was
found to describe the data generally very well.
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Figure 14: Analyzer scans at the Ge near (left) and far (right) edges for Ag0.50(GeSe3)0.50
using a bent graphite crystal. The analyzer position during the measurement and the
position of the resonant Raman scattering are marked with dashed lines. The energy axis
is only strictly applicable for the scan at Q = 2 A˚−1 (see text).
a) b)
Figure 15: Ratio of the intensity at the peak position of the elastic signal and
the actual measurement position extracted from fig. 14 (a) and for the Ag edge in
Ag0.15(GeSe3)0.85 (b).
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LiF crystal The lithium fluoride crystal currently employed at BL13XU/SPring-8 of-
fers a much higher energy resolution, see tab. 3. This is beneficial in order to completely
discriminate the inelastic scattering contributions, but was found to produce a more com-
plex behavior of the analyzer scans. An example is shown in fig. 16; the intensity ratios
described above are depicted in fig. 17 and they are fitted with simple polynomial func-
tions. In this case, the correction of this effect is crucial for the data reduction and would
be difficult to perceive in the resulting structure factor. Note that neither the resonant
Raman signal nor the Compton scattering can be seen in fig. 16 due to the high energy
resolution of the LiF analyzer crystal. This is emphasized in fig. 18, which provides a full
view of the analyzer scan at 2 A˚−1; the peak width is about 9 eV, whereas the resonant
Raman signal is expected about 130 eV below the incident energy.
Figure 16: Analyzer scans at the Te far edge for Ge1Sb4Te7 using a LiF analyzer. The
analyzer position during the measurement is marked with a dashed red line.
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Figure 17: Ratio of the intensity at the peak position of the elastic signal and the actual
measurement position extracted from fig. 16. Similar curves are obtained for Te near and
far edge.
Figure 18: Full view of the analyzer scan at 2 A˚−1 from fig. 16.
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3.3 Methodology
For the RMC modeling procedure, the RMC POT program package by Gereben et al.
was employed [20–22]. This program is a C++ implementation of the Reverse Monte
Carlo algorithm and was already outlined in section 2.3.
Ring statistics offer the possibility to characterize the topological connectivity of a
given network, and were calculated using the R.I.N.G.S. program v1.2.6 (Rigorous Investi-
gation of Networks Generated using Simulations) [48]. A “ring” is defined as a closed
path of covalent bonds originating from and leading back to the same atom. For the ring
statistics analysis, irreducible rings were searched in the amorphous network, i.e. closed
paths that cannot be decomposed into smaller rings. The basis for the calculations is a
section of about 2000 atoms, taken from the configurations obtained by RMC, distributed
in a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions. The obtained ring distributions are
based on the numbers of rings per atom, normalized to the total number of atoms in the
network.
Ab-initio Molecular Dynamics simulations (AIMD) have been performed by
Akihide Koura of the group of Prof. Shimojo (Kumamoto University). The simulations
were based on density functional theory with a generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
using the PBE functional [49] with an empirical dispersion correction term (DFT-D2)
[50] for the exchange–correlation energy. The electron-ion interaction was described by
projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials [51]. Only the valence electrons were treated
explicitly, i.e. the configurations 4s2 4p2 4d0 for Ge and 5s2 5p4 5d0 for Te. The electronic
wavefunctions and electron density were expanded using plane wave basis sets with cut-
off energies of 9 and 90 Ry (i.e. 122 eV and 1224 eV), respectively. Only the Γ point
was used to sample the Brillouin zone of the MD supercell. An ensemble of 216 atoms
(108 Ge and 108 Te) was used with periodic boundary conditions. In a first step, the
equilibrium state was obtained by an isobaric-isothermal simulation at 300 K and ambient
pressure. In a second step, a canonical ensemble was simulated for 20 picoseconds using
the number density obtained from the previous step, which were 0.0315 atoms/A˚3 and
0.0333 atoms/A˚3 for the simulation without and with dispersion correction, respectively.
It may be noted that the latter value shows a very good agreement to the experimental
value of 0.0337 atoms/A˚3.
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3.4 The AXS/RMC approach summarized
The following section gives a summarized overview about the approach of using anomalous
scattering in combination with Reverse Monte Carlo simulations. The complete method
is illustrated in fig. 19. The experimental data, which have been gathered as an intensity
in arbitrary units as a function of the scattering angle 2Θ, are expressed by the scatter-
ing vector Q and corrected for intrinsic (absorption, inelastic scattering, normalization)
and extrinsic (e.g. imperfect alignment) contributions, yielding a normalized intensity
I(Q,Ek) at various incident energies near absorption edges of element k. Using tabu-
lated or measured form factors f , total structure factors S(Q) or differential structure
factors ∆kS(Q) are calculated. These quantities can already be interpreted in terms of
their Fourier transformation, which gives the total pair distribution function g(r) and the
differential pair distribution function ∆kg(r).
The experimentally obtained data in reciprocal space are used as input for a sub-
sequent RMC simulation, which also requires the matrices of the respective weighting
factors ∆kwij(Q) and wij(Q). The RMC simulation then aims to minimize the difference
between the experimental data and a given three dimensional configuration by minimizing
the squared sum of errors χ2. The parameters for the simulations, e.g. the cut-off dis-
tances, simulation time, weighting factors σ, system size etc., have to be chosen carefully
and adjusted to the considered system. When the simulation is converged, the obtained
configuration can be analyzed in real space by the partial structure factors gij(r) in terms
of (partial) coordination numbers, interatomic distances, bond angle distributions etc.,
and it can also be investigated in reciprocal space by the partial structure factors Sij(Q),
e.g. with respect to the first sharp diffraction peaks or other signals at low Q-values which
contain information about the intermediate-range order, or with respect to the dominant
peak which contains information e.g. about the extended-range order.
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Figure 19: Flow chart of the AXS/RMC method, indicating important steps and param-
eters.
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4 Ag-GeSe3 glasses
The ternary system Ag-Ge-Se has undergone extensive research in the last two decades.
Therein, silver can be regarded as an additive to the Ge-Se glassy system, inducing differ-
ent effects that make the system interesting for the application in data storage devices or
as a solid electrolyte. At room-temperature, it is found that glasses are able to form in two
distinct regions in the Se rich corner of the Ag-Ge-Se phase diagram as shown in figure 20.
These regions, however, do not denote areas of similar properties or structures: Within
the disordered state, major changes are observed in the atomic structure and in macro-
scopic properties like crystallization temperature and electrical conductivity. Of special
interest is the pseudo-binary line between Ag and GeSe3. Along this line, compositions
exhibiting fast ionic conductivity are found.
Figure 20: Ternary phase diagram for the system Ag-Ge-Se. Compositions of interest in
this study are marked as blue triangles. The hatched areas (denoted I and II) indicate
glass forming regions; data were taken from [52].
Such superionic conducting materials are of growing interest in fundamental and ap-
plied materials’ science, as they can e.g. be employed as electrolytes in solid-state bat-
teries. A different area with high potential for wide-spread application is the so-called
programmable metallisation cell or PMC, as proposed by Kozicki [53, 54], which utilizes
the unique properties of these glasses. A PMC consists of individual cells of about 100 nm
in size, which contain the electrolyte between two solid electrodes. In the initial state, the
electrical resistance of such a cell is high, as the glass is a poor electronic conductor. This
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is state ’0’. Applying an electrical potential in the order of magnitude of a few hundred
mV causes the electrical resistance to decrease significantly after a short time. The cur-
rent view of this process is that the applied potential causes a local reduction of Ag ions
to Ag atoms, which subsequently form small metal-like clusters, and eventually generate
so-called “nanopaths” from one electrode to the other. Due to its metallic character, the
electrical resistance then drops by some orders of magnitude, thus constituting a state
’1’. A schematic overview has been given in the introduction (fig. 1), and more detailed
description and further information are reported e.g. by Cuello [55].
It is well-known that superionic behavior in Ag containing chalcogenide glasses is ob-
served at room temperature, such as for Ag-GeSe3 alloys, in contrast to high temperatures
needed in crystalline superionic conductors like AgI. Another advantage of these glasses
as electrolytes is that the glassy state can easily be obtained in a wide concentration
range by simple water or even air-quenching due to the high glass-forming ability of these
compounds.
In the system Agx(GeSe3)1−x, a sharp jump of about eight orders of magnitude in the
ionic conductivity is observed for x > 0.33 (corresponding to Ag concentrations of about
11 at%), where a superionic conducting phase is formed, cf. fig. 21 [31, 56]. The ionic
conductivity of this phase is situated in the region 10−5 - 10−4 S/cm. The exact position
of the jump is somewhat controversial and has been reported with x = 0.3 [31] or x = 0.26
[56], both determined by impedance measurements.
Based on thermodynamic data (i.e. glass transition and crystallization temperature
measurements), Kawasaki et al. propose that three concentration regions should be differ-
entiated: A region with low Ag concentrations and low conductivity between 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.2,
an intermediate region between 0.2 < x < 0.33 and a region with high Ag concentrations
and high ionic conductivity for 0.33 ≤ x [31]. A large number of studies focuses on
the structure of the superionic conducting phase: For a wide range of Ag contents, the
structural properties have been studied by Piarristeguy and coworkers by standard x-ray
[57, 58] and neutron diffraction [59]. Ohara, Kumara and coworkers analyzed the struc-
ture by means of high-energy x-ray scattering, neutron diffraction and EXAFS [60, 61],
and most recently, our group discussed properties of the composition with x = 0.50 by
anomalous x-ray scattering and reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) modeling [62]. All studies
agree that the average coordination number of silver is remarkably high, with a value of
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3 or more. Furthermore, chain-like fragments of Ag atoms can be clearly observed. But
despite the large number of studies, a detailed analysis of the intermediate range order
(IRO) of Ag-GeSe3 glasses is still lacking. The IRO is known to be a dominant feature in
the structure of chalcogenide glassy systems, e.g. the Ge-Se network in GexSe1−x glasses
[63]. Yet it is difficult to resolve such structures by total scattering and/or EXAFS data
alone, as pointed out by Waseda [13].
To achieve a more detailed insight into the structural basis of the superionic conduc-
tion threshold on the short- and intermediate length scale, anomalous x-ray scattering
(AXS) experiments were performed on Ag0.15(GeSe3)0.85 and Ag0.50(GeSe3)0.50 at x-ray
energies close to the Ge, Se and Ag K-absorption edges, combined with Reverse Monte
Carlo simulations (RMC). The atomic fractions of silver in these compounds are 4.2%
and 20%, respectively. For simplicity, they will therefore correspondingly be referred to
with the abbreviations Ag4 (x = 0.15) and Ag20 (x = 0.50) in the following. For the
composition with 11 at% Ag, i.e. Ag0.33(GeSe3)0.67, only measurements at the Ag K-edge
were conducted due to a limited amount of beamtime. This composition will therefore not
be included into a RMC simulation, but the differential data at the Ag edge will be used
to emphasize the trends found in this structure factor along the tie-line. The other two
compositions, however, already provide a substantial insight into the structural properties
that distinguish the fast ion conducting phase from the insulating phase.
Figure 21: Ionic conductivity σ in Agx(GeSe3)1−x as a function x. Data are taken from
[31]. Black squares indicate data measured by Kawasaki et al. and red circles indicate
the compositions investigated by AXS.
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Table 4: Overview about the AXS experiments conducted for the Agx(GeSe3)1−x glasses.
Composition Edge (energy) Experiment Prim. intensity / data point
Ge (11.103 keV) HC-1137 2.5·106 / cts
Ag4 (x=0.15) Se (12.658 keV) HC-1137 1.9·106 / cts
Ag (25.514 keV) HD-602 2.5·106 / cts
Ag11 (x=0.33) Ag (25.514 keV) HD-602 2.5·106 / cts
Ge (11.103 keV) HC-1137 2.5·106 / cts
Ag20 (x=0.50) Se (12.658 keV) HC-1137 1.5·106 / cts
Ag (25.514 keV) HD-602 2.5·106 / cts
4.1 Raw data and applied corrections
The details of the experiments on the AgGeSe glasses are summarized in tab. 4. Figure 22
illustrates the raw data measured at each absorption edge. Since the experiments were
conducted in reflection geometry with thick samples, no absorption corrections have been
necessary. Corrections due to the analyzer crystal as described in section 3.2.4 are found
to vary to some extent between the individual scans, but the intensity ratios can be well
described in all cases using a simple sigmoidal function, as shown in figure 23. Major
deviations are found in the measurements at the Ge absorption edge, especially in Ag4.
Although corrections based on these intensity ratios are possible, the loss in the statistical
quality of the data in the high-Q region is not negligible: At the Ag edges, for example,
only between 50% and 80% of the nominal intensity is available for Q > 10 A˚−1. Since the
effect adds up for two absorption edges, an additional statistical error is observed for the
differential datasets. Further improvement of the experimental method should therefore
target this effect in order to achieve a better contrast in the high-Q region.
The total structure factors S(Q) obtained from the corrected data by equation 2.11
and the differential structure factors at the Ag edge calculated by eq. 2.20 are shown in
figure 24 for the three measured compositions. All total S(Q)’s exhibit a very similar
shape, except that the first sharp diffraction peak near 1 A˚−1 and the intensity of the
two following peaks decrease with increasing Ag content. This development is even more
pronounced for the ∆AgS(Q)’s, in which the FSDP decreases more drastically. A detailed
discussion of all structure factors for Ag4 and Ag20 follows in the next section, taking
into account relevant corrections applied during the RMC modeling scheme.
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Figure 22: Raw data I(Q) measured for the three Ag-GeSe3 glasses at the Ge, Se and Ag
K edges. Note that only the Ag edge was measured for Ag11 (i.e. x = 0.33).
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Figure 23: Intensity ratios of the actual measurement and the maximum of the elastic
peak as described in section 3.2.4. Respective functions for the compositions x = 0.15
(Ag4) are displayed on the left, and for x = 0.50 (Ag20) on the right.
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Figure 24: Total structure factors S(Q) and differential structure factors at the Ag edge
∆AgS(Q) calculated from the raw data after complete data correction, for the three com-
positions.
4.2 Reverse Monte Carlo Simulations on Ag-GeSe3
An input configuration was chosen with proper stoichiometry of 10,000 atoms for Ag20
and 24,000 atoms for Ag4, randomly distributed in a cubic box corresponding to the num-
ber density of ρN,Ag20 = 0.03758 and ρN,Ag4 = 0.03483 atoms/A˚
−3 (cf. [57]), respectively.
Note that no modeling was performed for Ag11, since measurements at the Ge and Se
absorption edges were not conducted. The larger number of atoms for Ag4 was chosen
as to appropriately model the Ag based correlations, since the content of Ag atoms is
only 4.23%. Minimum atomic distances were defined in order to avoid unphysical con-
figurations as 2.9, 3.1, 2.5, 3.1, 2.1, and 2.1 A˚ for the Ag-Ag, Ag-Ge, Ag-Se, Ge-Ge,
Ge-Se, and Se-Se distance, respectively. The values for the Ge-Ge and Ag-Ge distances
were chosen to ensure that these bonds do not contribute to the first coordination shell,
marked by the minimum in the total pair correlation function g(r) at 3.0 A˚, because the
existence of such bonds has been disproved by EXAFS measurements [61]. Both values
were increased for Ag20 to 3.3 A˚ in order to appropriately model the second coordination
shell. It was verified in both compositions that the Rw factors of the RMC simulation are
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not significantly affected by this constraint. After confirming a coordination number of
about 4 for the Ge-Se bond in each simulation, a weak bond angle constraint has been
applied subsequently to ensure a tetrahedral bonding coordination of Se around Ge atoms.
Furthermore, for Ag4, the number of Se-Se bonds was initially found to be considerably
higher than in comparable experiments (cf. table 6), so that a Se-Se coordination number
constraint was applied as well.
The total and differential structure factors calculated from the experimental data
together with the best fits obtained from the RMC simulation are displayed in fig. 25.
The total structure factors obtained from the AXS experiments agree well with the S(Q)
data from other diffraction experiments [58, 64]. In all Ag-GeSe3 compositions in ref. [58],
a small first sharp diffraction peak can be seen in the low-Q region at Q1 ≈ 1.05 A˚−1.
The intensity of this peak decreases steadily as a function of the Ag content x [58]. There
are two peaks of similar intensity located at Q2 = 2.0 A˚
−1 and Q3 = 3.4 A˚−1. The last
pronounced peak is rather broad and situated at about Q4 = 5.45 A˚
−1.
Figure 25: Experimentally determined total structure factor S(Q)− 1 at 25.214 keV and
∆kS(Q)− 1 around the Ag, Ge and Se K edges, for Ag4 (left) and Ag20 (right). Squares
indicate data obtained from the AXS experiments, and solid curves denote the best fits
by RMC modeling.
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The differential structure factors ∆kS(Q) coincide in their general form in both glasses.
However, an important difference is the FSDP in ∆AgS(Q), which is quite pronounced
in Ag4, but basically missing in Ag20. Only a small asymmetry towards the low-Q side
of the Q2 peak remains from the FSDP in the latter composition. It is noteworthy that
the decrease in intensity of the FSDP as a function of x is well known in the literature
only regarding the total structure factor (e.g. [57, 58]). On the other hand, the AXS ex-
periments show that the FSDPs of the ∆GeS(Q) and ∆SeS(Q) functions remain generally
unchanged, and only the FSDPs in the Ag related functions decrease with x. Ag-based
correlations are therefore expected to be the dominant reason for the reduction of the
FSDP in the total structure factors.
The features of the ∆SeS(Q) and the ∆GeS(Q) closely resemble the corresponding
functions in pure GeSe3 [63], except that the FSDP in the ∆SeS(Q) of GeSe3 is only visible
as a small shoulder of the first structure factor peak. Otherwise, only slight differences
are observed in the two Ag-GeSe3 glasses under consideration, i.e. compared with Ag20,
the minimum in ∆GeS(Q) at the Q2 position is more pronounced for Ag4, and the peaks
at Q2 and Q3 in ∆SeS(Q) are more intense.
4.2.1 Partial structure factors
The partial structure factors obtained from the RMC modelling procedure are displayed in
fig. 26. The weighting factors Wij(Q) for the different datasets are tabulated exemplarily
for the position Q = 2 A˚−1 in table 5, highlighting the enhancement of the edge-related
partial contributions Sij(Q) to ∆kS(Q) and the suppression of the other partials. It is
found that the general form of the Se-Se and Ge-Se correlation coincides well for both
compositions, indicating that the corresponding partial structural motives do not change
considerably. The most notable contrast is that the signals at the Q2 position (i.e. the
peak in Se-Se and the dip in Ge-Se) are more pronounced in Ag20. The other Sij(Q)’s,
in contrast, exhibit major differences: whereas the Ag-Se correlation is very similar to
the total S(Q) in Ag4, it exhibits a minimum at the Q2 position in Ag20. In addition,
the peaks in the Ge-Ge, Ag-Ge and Ag-Ag correlations at the Q2 position become much
narrower in Ag20, and the Ag-Ag correlation also displays a more intense signal in the low-
Q region. This low-Q feature of Ag20 can be interpreted as a sign for an emerging phase
separation tendency, which has been a point of some debate in the superionic conducting
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Figure 26: Partial structure factors Sij(Q)− 1 obtained by RMC, for Ag4 (x=0.15) (left)
and Ag20 (x=0.50) (right). The dashed line at Q = 1 A˚−1 is a guide for the eye.
phase [61], and will be outlined in more detail in section 4.2.3.
The most striking difference, however, is the behaviour of the FSDP. Below the superi-
onic conductivity threshold at about 11 at%, the FSDP is visible in every Sij(Q), though
only with a small intensity in the Se-Se correlation. Such FSDPs are absent in all Ag
based correlations for Ag20; nonetheless, they can be observed in the Se-Se, Ge-Se and
Ge-Ge correlations, though they are less pronounced compared to those for Ag4. This
indicates a high degree of intermediate range order in the low ionic conducting phase.
In GeSe3, the FSDP was found to be majorly attributed to the Ge-Se and Ge-Ge
correlations and has been considered to represent chains of GeSe4 tetrahedra, which form
a glassy network structure on the intermediate length level [58, 63]. Such a network,
interspersed with Ag atoms, is also observed in the configurations obtained by RMC in the
Ag-GeSe3 glasses, and will be discussed in section 4.2.3. Piarristeguy et al. [58] interpreted
the decrease of the FSDP in the total S(Q) as a fragmentation of these GeSe4 tetrahedra
chains with rising content of Ag, based on the assumption that the FSDP is majorly
related to the Ge-Ge correlation of neighbouring tetrahedra. The AXS/RMC results
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presented here indeed reveal a slight reduction in the Ge-Ge related FSDP. However, it
should be emphasized that the Ge-Ge correlation is not the major reason for the decrease
of the FSDP in the total S(Q). This effect is rather constituted by the reduction of the
FSDPs in the Ag-based correlations. It may also be pointed out that a reduction of the
FSDP upon addition of Ag is also observed in comparable systems, like germanium-sulfide
glasses of similar composition (i.e. the Ag-GeS3 system) [65].
Table 5: Weighting factors Wij for each dataset, exemplary at Q=2.0 A˚
−1 near the first
peak position in S(Q), for Ag4 and Ag20.
Dataset AgAg AgGe AgSe GeGe GeSe SeSe
Ag4
S(Q) 0.003 0.024 0.077 0.051 0.326 0.518
∆AgS(Q) 0.051 0.228 0.723 0.001 0.001 -0.003
∆GeS(Q) 0.000 0.058 0.008 0.181 0.677 0.077
∆SeS(Q) 0.000 -0.001 0.070 -0.005 0.240 0.697
Ag20
S(Q) 0.059 0.088 0.280 0.033 0.209 0.331
∆AgS(Q) 0.234 0.184 0.582 0.000 0.000 0.000
∆GeS(Q) 0.003 0.251 0.034 0.138 0.516 0.058
∆SeS(Q) 0.001 -0.005 0.298 -0.004 0.182 0.528
4.2.2 Partial pair correlation functions
The partial pair correlation functions gij(r) obtained by RMC are displayed in fig. 27.
Two coordination shells can be clearly distinguished: the first extends to about 3 A˚ (or
3.3 A˚ for the Ag-Ag correlation), and the second extends to about 4.5 A˚, with maxima
between 3.5 and 4.0 A˚. Major differences in the gij(r)’s are observed in the homopolar
Se-Se and Ag-Ag correlations: Firstly, gSeSe(r) in Ag4 exhibits a sharp first coordination
sphere around 2.4 A˚, whereas the peak decreases in intensity and is partly superimposed
by the second coordination sphere centered at 3.85 A˚ in Ag20. Secondly, the coordination
number for the Ag-Ag correlation considerably increases from 0.08 to 0.45, with the peak
centered near 3 A˚. Note that this gain in the coordination number is related to the different
concentration of Ag rather than the form of the gAgAg(r)’s.
Both compositions exhibit a distinct signal at 2.35 A˚ in the Ge-Se correlation with a
coordination number of nGeSe ≈ 4, indicating the tetrahedral coordination of Se around
Ge atoms. Indeed, four-fold coordinated Ge atoms represent the dominant structural
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Figure 27: Partial pair correlation functions gij(r) obtained by RMC, for Ag4 (left) and
Ag20 (right).
feature: in Ag4 about 65% of all Ge atoms belong to this class, another 18% are five-
fold coordinated. Comparable values are found in Ag20, where 68% of the Ge atoms are
four-fold and 21% are five-fold coordinated. Also observed in both compositions is a peak
at 2.6 A˚ in the Ag-Se correlation, though it is broadened in Ag20. Due to the applied
constraints, Ge-Ge and Ag-Ge correlations only contribute to the second coordination
sphere. The result of this SRO is a network of Ge-Se4 tetrahedra, which is interspersed
with Ag atoms. Figure 28 visualizes this network for both compositions.
Total coordination numbers for Ag and Se are much larger in Ag20 than in Ag4.
Whereas the value for N(Se)=2.26 in Ag4 is comparably close to the value expected by
the 8−N rule, Se adopts a coordination number close to 3 in Ag20. A similar trend is also
observed for the Ag atoms. The resulting total average coordination number increases
from 2.7 in Ag4 to 3.19 in Ag20.
A complete overview of all coordination numbers and interatomic distances extracted
from the gij(r)’s is given in tables 6 and 7. The coordination numbers have been calculated
by integrating the corresponding radial distribution functions to the respective minima
after the first coordination shell. Figure 29 provides an example of the partition of the
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Ag4 Ag20
Figure 28: 32×32 A˚2 sections of the configuration of Ag4 (left) and Ag20 (right) obtained
by RMC, showing Ge-Se coordination polyhedra (red: Ag, green: Se, blue: Ge).
RDF for the Se-Se and Ge-Ge correlation. It is easily seen that the small differences
in the coordination numbers arise from a broadening of the first peak and from the
slight asymmetry of the second peak in Ag20. The nGeGe(r) show the missing “first”
coordination shell and emphasize the higher degree of order in the third coordination
shell of Ge-Ge. The results in tables 6 and 7 for all correlations are compared with other
experimental data as follows:
1) For the low conducting phase (Ag4), the data are compared with results from AXS
experiments on pure GeSe3 [63] and from a total scattering experiment on a composition
with 10 at% Ag [58].
2) For the superionic conducting phase (Ag20), a total scattering experiment on Ag20
[57, 58] and an EXAFS/RMC experiment on the composition x = 0.565 (24.5 at% Ag)
[61] are taken as comparison.
It should be noted that though the focus of the study in [57, 58] is on the superionic con-
ducting phase, it can be questioned whether the composition denoted (Ge0.25Se0.75)90Ag10
is really part of this phase. According to [31], this composition would be situated in the
intermediate phase between 0.2 < x < 0.33. Though it is not explicitly discussed in [58],
a transition of short-range order (SRO) parameters is observed between the compositions
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Figure 29: Radial distribution functions of the Se-Se (left) and Ge-Ge correlation (right);
the coordination spheres assumed in the analysis are marked with dashed lines. Correla-
tions of the Ag4 glass are displayed in black, and for the Ag20 glass in red.
containing 10 at% Ag (corresponding to x = 0.31) and compositions above 15 at% Ag
(x = 0.41), mainly related to the Ag coordination which changes from 2 to 3. Due to a
reasonable agreement with the parameters obtained for AXS on Ag4, it will be assumed in
the following that the respective data in [58] refer to an insulating phase. It is interesting
at this point to compare again the change in the short range order of the Ag-GeSe3 glasses
with the trends observed in the corresponding sulfide glasses Ag-GeS3. In the pure GeS3
glass, sulfur is two-fold coordinated, but the coordination number rises as a function of
the Ag content and reaches 3 for 20 at% Ag [65]. The total coordination number of Ag
rises as well, but is already as high as 2.9 at low concentrations of Ag [65].
In general, coordination numbers and distances in tables 6 and 7 are in reasonable
agreement with the reference data. Coordination numbers obtained from EXAFS appear
to be somewhat underestimated. It should also be taken into account that the total scat-
tering experiments provide only a comparably low information content, thus explaining
some differences in the obtained partial coordination numbers. It appears that Se obeys
the 8−N rule in pure GeSe3 with a coordination number of 2, but becomes increasingly
over-coordinated as a function of the Ag content. This trend is reproduced by Piarristeguy
et al. [57, 58]. In addition, the increasing coordination of Ag was also found as well by
Piarristeguy [57, 58] and by Kumara et al. [61], though their actual values are smaller. A
notable exception from the generally good agreement is the total coordination number of
Ge reported by Piarristeguy with N(Ge)=4.5. Such a high coordination is very unusual
for Ge and indeed, this value also contradicts findings from EXAFS experiments [61].
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Table 6: Partial and total coordination numbers of the first and second coordination
shell obtained by AXS/RMC in comparison with other studies (see text). Coordination
numbers have been calculated by integrating the respective coordination shells in the
gij(r) up to 3 and 4.5 A˚, respectively (3.3 A˚ in case of the first CN of Ag-Ag).
low conductivity phase high conductivity phase
AXS[63] this work Mo-Kα[57, 58] this work Mo-Kα[57, 58] EXAFS[61]
x 0 15 30.7 50 50 56.5
at%Ag 0 4.2 10 20 20 24.5
correlation partial coordination numbers nij
Ag-Ag 0.08 0.20 0.45 0.60 0.60
Ag-Ge 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.60
Ag-Se 2.17 1.35 2.80 1.80 2.20
Ge-Ag 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.60
Ge-Se 4.00 4.07 3.91 3.98 3.90 3.70
Se-Ag 0.13 0.20 0.93 0.60 0.90
Se-Ge 1.33 1.36 1.30 1.33 1.30 1.20
Se-Se 0.67 0.78 0.61 0.65 0.60 N/A
Ag-Ag2nd 0.7 3.6
Ag-Ge2nd 2.9 2.6
Ag-Se2nd 8.5 (4.6)
Ge-Ge2nd 3.2 3.5
Se-Se2nd 10.5 11.0 9.2 10.7
correlation total coordination numbers N(i)
N(Ag) 2.25 2.00 3.25 3.00 2.80
N(Ge) 4.00 4.07 4.11 3.98 4.50 3.70
N(Se) 2.00 2.26 2.11 2.91 2.50 N/A
〈N〉 2.50 2.70 2.56 3.19 3.00
Table 7: Interatomic distances in A˚ for the pairs ij obtained by AXS/RMC in comparison
with other experiments.
rij , low conductivity phase rij , high conductivity phase
AXS[63] this work Mo-Kα[57, 58] this work Mo-Kα[57, 58] EXAFS[61]
x 0 15 30.7 50 50 56.5
at%Ag 0 4.2 9.7 20 20 24.5
correlation first neighbour distance rij / A˚
Ag-Ag 2.95 3.05 2.95 3.05 2.8-2.9
Ag-Ge
Ag-Se 2.6 2.67 2.6 2.67 2.6
Ge-Se 2.35 2.35 2.37 2.35 2.39 2.34
Se-Se 2.2 2.35 2.37 2.45 2.39 2.5
second neighbour distance rij / A˚
Ag-Ag2nd 3.9 3.9 3.6
Ag-Ge2nd 3.55 3.65
Ag-Se2nd - 3.9
Ge-Ge2nd 3.4 3.45 3.85 3.8
Se-Se2nd 3.9 3.85 3.85 3.85 3.88
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4.2.3 Intermediate range order
The second neighbour Se-Se bond distance of about 3.85 A˚ is usually interpreted as the
Se-Se distance inside the Ge-Se4 tetrahedra [63, 64]. Analogously, the Se-Se distance
at 2.35 A˚ can be regarded as the inter-tetrahedra connections, which exhibit a similar
coordination number and distance in both compositions. The coordination number of the
second neigbour Se-Se correlation decreases from 10.5 for Ag4 to 9.2 for Ag20, exhibiting
the same trend as in [57]. The differences to the values in [57] may result from the difficulty
to unambiguously define the borders of the second coordination sphere. The coordination
number of the second coordination shell of the Ge-Ge correlation remains nearly constant,
but the interatomic distance increases from 3.45 to 3.85 A˚. The former distance agrees
well with the value found for the corner-sharing configuration of GeSe4 tetrahedra in
GeySe100−y glasses of about 3.4 A˚ [58, 66]. In this respect, the coordination number of the
second neighbour Ge-Ge correlation can be interpreted as a measure for the strength of
the GeSe4 tetrahedral network, indicating the strong connectivity in both the materials.
The elongation of the Ge-Ge distance is accompanied by a shift of the maximum in the
Ge-Se-Ge bond angle distribution from 90◦ to nearly 109◦, as illustrated in fig. 30.
Figure 30: Bond angle distributions of Se-Ge-Se, Ge-Se-Ge, Ge-Se-Ag and Se-Se-Ag (from
bottom to top) in Ag4 (black) and Ag20 (red). Arrows indicate angles of 109.5◦ and 90◦,
respectively. Note that the Se-Ge-Se angle was constrained during the RMC simulation.
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Figure 31: Schematic view of the expansion in the GeSe4 network upon increase of Ag
content x (red: Ag, green: Se, blue: Ge).
A 90◦ Ge-Se-Ge bond angle can be regarded as the result of bonding via the p-orbitals
of Se, with a lone electron pair in the remaining p-orbital. This is the case in Ag4,
possessing a total coordination number NSe = 2.26. For Ag20, however, NSe rises to 2.91,
mainly due to an increased number of Se-Ag bonds. The interaction of the Ag atom
with the lone pair at Se thus causes the Ge-Se-Ge bond angle to increase. This effect is
important for understanding the nature of the tetrahedral network and it is schematically
depicted in fig. 31: Two corner-sharing Ge-Se4 tetrahedra, which are the main structural
building block, adopt an angle towards each other given by the Ge-Se-Ge bond angle.
The intra-tetrahedra bonds are not affected by the compositional change from Ag4 to
Ag20. Now, it is important to realize that the number of Ag-Se bonds is quite small in
the former glass, but in the latter, nearly every Se atom is surrounded by one Ag atom
(on average), cf. tab. 6. If a Se-Ag bond is formed, the Ge-Se-Ge angle rises from 90◦ to
about 109◦, causing the Ge-Ge distance to increase from about 3.4 A˚ to 3.8 A˚ in Ag20,
while retaining nearly the same coordination number. The Ge-Se-Ag angle itself is about
90◦, as seen in fig. 30.
In addition, it is found that the Ag-Se bonds in the first coordination shell are formed
at the expense of the second coordination shell at 3.9 A˚, which is clearly developed only
in Ag4; this is reflected not only in the gAgSe(r), but also in the Se-Se-Ag bond angle
distribution in fig. 30, which shows a distinct peak around 105◦ only for Ag4. This
correlation thereby illustrates the principal contribution to the loss of IRO in the Ag
based correlations in Ag20.
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The final structural aspect to be discussed is the Ag-Ag correlation. At first glance,
the partial pair correlations gAgAg(r) in both glasses are surprisingly similar, as seen
in fig. 27. The first and second coordination shells increase proportionally to the Ag
concentration in terms of the coordination number, and also the interatomic distances
remain the same. However, there are major differences in the distribution of the Ag
atoms over the simulation box, as suggested by the low-Q features of the partial SAgAg(Q)
functions shown above in fig. 26. Their real-space equivalents are illustrated as the Ag
distributions over a wide range in fig. 32. It is found that regions of high concentrations of
Ag atoms (shown in red) are clearly bordered by regions of low Ag concentration against
a background of Se (green) and Ge (blue) in Ag20. In contrast, the Ag atoms in Ag4 are
found to be statistically distributed among the other atoms. Thus, Ag20 tends to form
cluster-like configurations of Ag atoms on a nanometer length scale.
A closer inspection can be achieved by a statistical analysis as shown in fig. 33, which
displays the probability of finding an Ag ion with the indicated number of neighbouring Ag
ions. The distributions are separately shown for the first, second and third coordination
shells, respectively. It is found that on the next neighbour scale, the majority of Ag
atoms do not form homopolar bonds in both glasses. Only 7% (in Ag4) and 23% (in
Ag20) of the Ag atoms possess one neighbour of the same type. The number of two-fold
coordinated atoms, which may act a a basis for chains of Ag atoms, is basically negligible
in Ag4 (0.2%) and only 6.3% in Ag20. On the other hand, the distributions shown for
the second coordination shell suggest the formation of a pronounced network of Ag atoms
on the intermediate length level in Ag20. The insets in fig. 33 illustrate the Ag network
on the level of the second neighbours. A similar finding was reported by Ohara and
coworkers [60]. This intermediate network is characterized by bond angles of 60◦ and a
broad distribution around 110◦, as displayed in fig. 34, majorly differing from the bond
angles observed on the next neighbour level, possessing a peak around 80◦.
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Ag4
Ag20
Figure 32: 64 × 64 A˚2 sections of the configuration of Ag4 (top) and Ag20 (bottom)
obtained by RMC. The latter shows distinct regions with high or low density of Ag
atoms, respectively (red: Ag, green: Se, blue: Ge).
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Figure 33: Probability of finding an Ag ion with the indicated number of neighbouring
Ag ions in the respective coordination shells of Ag4 (top) and Ag20 (bottom). The insets
illustrate the Ag distribution in a 64x64 A˚2 section on the level of the second coordination
shell.
Figure 34: Bond angles of Ag-Ag-Ag chains on the level of the first and second coordina-
tion shell.
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4.2.4 Extended range order
Oscillations in the partial distribution functions on length scales extending to 30 A˚ or more
are found in both Ag-GeSe3 glasses under consideration. The functions ρij(r) defined by
eq. 2.25 in section 2.4 are illustrated for the individual correlations in fig. 35. The ρij(r)’s
are fitted with a damped sine function. It can readily be observed that the agreement
to the ρij(r) in most correlations is good above a value of approximately 7 A˚. Below this
distance, the atomic arrangement is dominated by the correlation of next neighbours and
the IRO. It is also observed that the oscillations in ρij(r) are more distinct, the sharper the
extremum in S(Q) is shaped. For example, the peak in SGeGe(Q) is rather broad, causing
a large contribution of different wave functions to the extended range order (ERO) in the
pair correlation functions.
The observed oscillations possess a period of about 3.1 A˚, corresponding to the po-
sition of the principal peak at Q2 ≈ 2A˚−1 in the partial structure factors with a period
p = 2pi/Q2. This confirms the view of Salmon et al. [29], that the ERO represents a
propagation of SRO and is connected to the main signal in the respective structure factor
(see section 2.4). However, it has to be noted that the period of 3.1 A˚ that is found in
basically all correlations does not directly relate to any single first neighbour distance.
As an interesting side note, the previous considerations enable us to interpret the
meaning of the minima in the reciprocal space functions, which are observed e.g. at
the Q2 position in SGeSe(Q), in contrast to the maxima found in the other correlations.
That is, in the real space structure, they represent a phase shift in the oscillations of the
corresponding pair distribution functions. As can be seen in fig. 35, the ρij(r) functions
resulting from correlations with peaks at the Q2 position can be fitted with sine functions
that are in-phase; correlations with a minimum at this position are phase shifted by half
a period of oscillation. The corresponding partial structure factors are exemplarily shown
again in fig. 36 for the Se-Se and Ge-Se correlations.
This finding, however, is not surprising given the nature of the Fourier transformation,
yet it is rarely discussed in publications concerning the structure of amorphous systems,
as the main focus is usually limited to the short-range order of nearest neighbours. It is
therefore useful to illustrate this effect using simple model functions, as shown in fig. 37.
The two damped sine functions with a period of 3.1 A˚ on the left hand side (representing
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Figure 35: Extended range order for Ag4 (left) and Ag20 (right), as illustrated by the
function ρij(Q). Data from RMC are coloured black and fits with a single damped sine
function are red.
Figure 36: Sections of the partial structure factors from fig. 26 of the Se-Se (upper graphs)
and Ge-Se correlations (lower graphs) for Ag4 (left) and Ag20 (right), emphasizing the
oppositional amplitudes.
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Figure 37: Illustration of the effect of a phase shift in g(r) to the sign of the signal in S(Q):
Two damped sine functions, phase-shifted by half a period (left) and the corresponding
results of a Fourier transformation (right).
two different ERO gij(r)’s) have a phase difference of exactly half a period, resulting in
“mirrored” peaks near 2 A˚−1 in the Fourier transformed “S(Q)” functions on the right
hand side. The “Fourier ripples” caused by truncation errors in the real space functions
are also unmistakably represented in fig. 37. In the actual experimental functions, SRO
and IRO characteristics superimpose these structures and hence result in the typical shape
of the structure factors and pair correlation functions.
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4.3 Impact of the structure on the ion conduction mechanism
The data presented here permit the discussion of the structural changes enabling the su-
perionic conductivity in Ag-GeSe3 glasses. A substantial change in the short-range order
is observed upon increasing the Ag content above the superionic conductivity threshold
at x = 0.33. On this level, the superionic phase (Ag20) is characterized by high aver-
age coordination numbers around selenium and silver and by Ge-Se4 tetrahedral motifs.
On the next level of structural order, it is found that the network of corner-shared Ge-
Se4 tetrahedra widens compared to Ag4 due to the Ag-Se interaction, as indicated by
the Ge-Se-Ge bond angle distribution and by the Ge-Ge distances, while the tetrahedra
connection remains similarly strong, as indicated by the Ge-Ge second coordination num-
bers. The expanded network incorporates the higher number of Ag atoms, which form
regions of high and low Ag concentrations. As a result, small cluster-like configurations
are formed on the nanometer length scale, which act as percolation pathways for the Ag
atoms. These clusters lead to the loss of intermediate range order of the Ag atoms as
represented by the decrease of the Ag-related FSDPs.
However, from the present data it cannot yet be concluded whether the jump in ionic
conductivity is associated with a comparably sharp change in the glass structure, or
whether the structural changes are a continuous function of x. Since it is reported that
even within one phase (i.e. the fast ionic conducting phase), short-range order parameters
can change significantly as a function of the Ag content (cf. [58]), further investigations
near the superionic conductivity threshold are necessary in order to study the nature of
the jump in ionic conductivity.
Finally, it has to be noted that the ternary Agx(GeySe1−y)1−x glasses have been re-
ported to be macroscopically phase separated on the entire concentration range of Ag
under investigation. Such a structural characteristic would naturally have a tremendous
influence on the interpretation of the diffraction data, which inherently can only provide
information on the spatially averaged structure of the material and comprise no informa-
tion about a macroscopic phase separation. It should be taken into account, however,
that this finding is based on glass transition temperature measurements (DSC) [67], scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) [68] and electric force microscopy (EFM) [69, 70]. The
investigations agree in so far as they report a transition from an Ag-rich phase immersed
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in a Ge-Se phase for low Ag concentrations to a structure with Ag-poor zones immersed
in an Ag-rich network for high Ag concentrations. The size of the respective regions,
however, appears to be a point of discussion: For the insulating phase (< 10 at% Ag), the
size of the Ag-rich inclusions have been reported to be 1-3 µm [67], 1 µm [69] or 110 nm
[68]. The Ag-poor inclusions observed for the phase with 20 at% Ag are reported to be
250-500 nm [69] or 700 nm [68]. The authors of the latter article also report that the
composition with 25 at% Ag is nearly homogeneous.
It may be objected that inhomogeneities probed by electron microscopy naturally
describe only the surface of the samples, which may differ considerably from the bulk
structure. The DSC measurements, on the other hand, indicate a phase separation in the
bulk material, but can provide no details on the size of the separated volumes. Corre-
spondingly, an onset of the separation of Ag-rich and Ag-poor phases is observed in the
present AXS study, albeit on the nanometer range. Further insight into such structural
details can be obtained by small angle scattering data, which should be gathered in a
subsequent series of experiments.
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Ternary Ge-Sb-Te alloys have found a widespread application in optical data storage
devices such as the digital versatile disk (DVD) or blu-ray disk (BD). New fields of appli-
cation include the electronical storage of data, e.g. in Flash memory or PCRAM (phase
change random access memory) devices. Their functionality as rewriteable storage media
is based on the ability to switch reversibly back and forth between a meta-stable crys-
talline and an amorphous phase, thereby substantially changing their optical reflectivity
and electrical resistivity. Furthermore, transition times are in the range of only some tens
of nanoseconds, allowing fast writing and erasing cycles.
Due to the optimal properties for phase-change applications, the pseudo-binary line
(GeTe)1−x(Sb2Te3)x is of particular interest within the ternary system. A first exten-
sive study of this line has been reported by Yamada and coworkers already in 1991 [71].
They investigated the phase transitions occurring in these compounds as a function of
the Sb2Te3 content x, and report phase transition temperatures for the amorphous to
meta-stable crystalline phase ranging between 100-150◦C, and for the meta-stable to the
stable crystalline phase between 150◦C and 300◦C. These values are based on differen-
tial scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments. Furthermore they present measurements
of the reflectivity of the samples to demonstrate their potential for optical memory ap-
plications and show the necessary laser pulse duration required for crystallization. These
measurements relate to the crystallization speed which decreases significantly from GeTe
(100 ns) to Sb2Te3 (30 ns). Note that even shorter transition times have been reported
subsequently, but the same trend is consistently observed. For example, Loke et al. report
a special setup which reduces the crystallization time to the picosecond domain [72].
These fast transition times and the high reversibility of the phase change process
result in conflicting material characterizations, which indicate that the associated phase
transitions are not yet fully understood: for long-term stability of the optically written
information, the material should be a good glass former and therefore possess a high
reduced glass transition temperature. In that case, the activation barrier for the crystalline
reorganization would be high, and the recrystallization would thus be slowed significantly.
This way, the long-term stability of the written information would be ensured, but a re-
write process would be slow or impossible. However, in order to be able to compete with
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conventional magnetic data storage media, the rewrite process must be appropriately fast
so that the material can easily be converted back to the polycrystalline phase. This, in
turn, requires the characteristics of a bad glass former, and it is currently unclear how both
properties are combined at the same time in the PCMs. In addition, the phase transitions
have to be fully reversible over many cycles (more than 109 write/rewrite operations), and
the short-range structural changes associated with the phase change have to be sufficiently
large to provide the desired contrast of the electrical and optical properties (a feature that
is usually referred to as the optical or electrical contrast).
GeSbTe compounds exhibit a remarkable dependence of these properties as a function
of the composition along the tie-line between GeTe and Sb2Te3 in the ternary phase
diagram, which is schematically displayed in fig. 38. Compositions along the pseudo-
binary line investigated in this study are marked in red. The origin of this dependence is
not yet understood, although these materials have been used in industrial mass production
for a long time. One reason for this lack of information is that the structural properties
of the amorphous phases are still not well comprehended.
The atomic structure of the crystalline phases of the system GeTe-Sb2Te3, on the
other hand, is relatively well investigated, and has been solved by powder x-ray diffraction
(XRD), extended x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (EXAFS) and theoretical
methods [73–77]. The stable crystals adopt a hexagonal symmetry. However, it is not
the stable crystalline phase that participates in the phase change process, but a meta-
stable fcc-type phase that is formed during the fast heating and cooling cycles of the thin
films. This meta-stable phase has a rhombohedral symmetry (space group R3m), and
can be illustrated by two interpenetrating distorted rocksalt structures, with Te atoms
fully occupying the sites on one fcc-sublattice and with Ge, Sb, and a distinct number of
vacancies forming another fcc-sublattice [76, 77]. Convincing evidence for the pronounced
distortions of these fcc-lattices in GeTe and Ge2Sb2Te5 was found in XAFS experiments
by Kolobov et al. [74, 75], who discovered that the six Ge-Te bonds originating from an
octahedrally coordinated Ge atom separate into three shorter and three longer bonds.
The major factor contributing to the difficulty to gain insight into the amorphous
structure is certainly the fact that the industrially employed GST’s are three-component
systems - and as mentioned in the theoretical introduction in sec. 2.1, it is extremely
difficult to reliably determine a complete dataset needed to unambiguously characterize
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Figure 38: Location of the pseudo-binary line GeTe-Sb2Te3 in the ternary phase diagram
Ge-Te-Sb. Compositions of interest in this study are marked as red circles.
all structural correlations. Partial information about the atomic ordering in these systems
has so far only been obtained from x-ray absorption fine structure investigations. However,
this method allows to access only the immediate vicinity around the examined element.
Partial correlation functions determined from the combination of RMC and EXAFS data
therefore only give an incomplete view of the real structural situation. This also hampers
the accuracy of coordination numbers obtained exclusively from EXAFS-investigations
in disordered systems [78]. A different approach to investigate the amorphous structure
are Molecular Dynamics computer simulations. Such investigations have been conducted
for several GeSbTe compositions, but the small system size (typically around 200-400
atoms, resulting in cubic simulation boxes with a length of about 20 A˚), set by the
need for reasonable computing times, also results in a poor description of correlations in
intermediate or extended length scales. Hence, a different approach for the investigation
of these compounds is needed, for which the combination of AXS with RMC modelling
appears to be ideally suited.
The most exhaustively investigated compound on the pseudo-binary line is Ge2Sb2Te5
(also referred to as GST-2,2,5) with x = 1/3. This composition also is the first material
used in large-scale industrial production for the DVD-RW. It offers less optical contrast
than the more GeTe-rich composition, e.g. GST-8,2,11 which is used for Blu-ray disks -
thus indirectly limiting the amount of data that can be stored on a given surface - but it
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possesses a faster crystallization speed, permitting a good writing/erasing speed. Using
the GST-2,2,5 composition as a model system, various (partly conflicting) models aiming
to explain the fast phase change process have been proposed. These models were based on
experimental techniques like total scattering experiments, EXAFS and neutron diffraction
[75, 78–82] and on theoretical methods employing Density Functional Molecular Dynamics
calculations [83–87]. An intriguing model in this respect is the “umbrella-flip mechanism”
proposed by Kolobov [75]. This model explains the fast crystallization/amorphization
speed with the related atomic configurations, which are supposed to change from an
octahedral to a tetrahedral environment by an “umbrella-flip”-like motion. This model has
been refined by Hosokawa and coworkers [88] with respect to the description of the large
number of homopolar bond chains observed in the glass and with respect to an explanation
of the origin of the bond angle distribution around the germanium atoms. Other works
focus on structural characteristics on the intermediate-range level by investigating the
connectivity of the topological network formed by covalent bonds in the amorphous phase.
This approach is known as “ring statistics” analysis and searches for closed paths of
covalent bonds that originate from and leading back to the same atom. Thereby, the
fast phase-change process is explained with the unusual ring statistics observed in these
glasses, which exhibit a large similarity between the crystalline and the amorphous phase
[82].
However, the AXS/RMC results presented in this chapter call for a re-evaluation of
the current state of research. For a comparison with the proposed models, the following
sections give a discussion of the implications of the structure probed by AXS for the short-
as well as for the intermediate range order.
5.1 Raw data and applied corrections
The anomalous scattering experiments on the GST glasses have been performed both
at the ESRF and at SPring-8, including four different compositions along the pseudo-
binary line. Germanium telluride (GeTe, x = 0) was chosen as a starting point for the
investigations. As GeTe constitutes a pure binary compound, it should in principle be
possible to measure a complete set of experimental data in 2 · (2 + 1)/2 = 3 scattering
experiments (compare details given in section 2.1). The composition with x = 1/9, i.e.
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Table 8: Overview about the AXS experiments conducted for the GeSbTe glasses. Near-
and far edges were defined -20 and -200 eV for the Ge edge, and -30 and -300 eV for the
Sb and Te edge, respectively.
Composition Edge (energy) Experiment Prim. int. / data point
GeTe Ge (11.103 keV) HD-603 2.0·106 cts
(x=0) Te (31.810 keV) 2014A1624 5.0·105 cts
Ge8Sb2Te11 Ge (11.103 keV) HD-603 2.0·106 cts
(x = 19) Sb (30.756 keV) 2014A1624 5.0·105 cts
Te (31.810 keV) 2014A1624 5.0·105 cts
Ge1Sb4Te7 Sb (30.756 keV) 2014B1733 6.0·105 cts
(x = 23) Te (31.810 keV) 2014B1733 5.0·105 cts
GST-8,2,11, was chosen for its established technical importance as data storage material
on the one hand, and to study the structural changes in the GeSbTe upon the addition of
a small amount of antimony on the other hand. Furthermore, it is situated between GeTe
and the extensively investigated GST-2,2,5, so that the trends in structural changes upon
further addition of antimony may be examined. For GST-2,2,5 (x = 1/3), experimental
data from [88] will be included in a new RMC modelling procedure to obtain a better
comparability. Finally, in order to understand the decreasing crystallization times in the
Sb2Te3-rich region, the composition GST-1,4,7 (x = 2/3) was considered. Due to a lack
of available experimental time at the synchrotron facilities, however, only the Sb and
Te edge were measured for this compound. The experimental details are summarized in
table 8.
The experiments were performed in transmission geometry (see fig. 10) using a spe-
cially designed brass container cell described in section 3.1.3. The experimental raw data
are illustrated in figure 39 at each absorption edge. Data corrections, i.e. absorption
/ inelastic scattering corrections and normalization, are carried out as described in sec-
tion 3.2.2. Corrections due to the analyzer crystal as described in section 3.2.4 are found
to vary to some extent between the individual scans, especially for the data gathered at
SPring-8 (i.e. experiments denoted 2014A1624 and 2014B1733 in tab. 8), thus greatly
complicating the data correction process. However, an approach slightly adjusted to the
experimental conditions yields satisfactory results, and will be described in the following
subsection.
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Figure 39: Raw data I(Q) measured for the GeSbTe glasses at the Ge, Sb and Te K
edges. Note that the different orders of magnitude of the intensity scale results from the
different beamlines.
5.1.1 Analyzer specific corrections
For the scattering data near the Sb edge of GST-8,2,11, which have been measured at
BL13XU/SPring-8, a different approach to correct the experimental data than described
in section 3.2.4 was tested. The significance of this correction may again be illustrated
by inspecting the structure factors calculated from the raw data (after correcting for
absorption and inelastic contributions), displayed in fig. 40. Apparently, an important
step of the data correction scheme is missing, as the graphs of the near- and far-edge are
much more different than expected and neither one oscillates steadily around unity for
high Q-values. The reasons for this characteristic are outlined in section 3.2.4.
A possible correction to this phenomenon would be to ensure the correct position
of the analyzer and the detector at any measured angle, e.g. by a short scan of the
analyzer angle at every step. Such a procedure, however, is currently unfeasible using
the experimental setup at hand. Nevertheless, with respect to the time restrictions of a
typical synchrotron experiment, it is possible to fragment each measurement into smaller
parts, e.g. Q regions of 0.5 A˚−1. Then, an analyzer scan is conducted at the end of each
segment, and the analyzer crystal is positioned at the center of the elastic signal. We
may assume that the movement of the beam on the analyzer crystal and thus a possible
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Figure 40: Uncorrected structure factors S(Q) at the Sb absorption edge of GST-8,2,11.
The line at S(Q) = 1 is a guide for the eye.
Figure 41: Segmented measurement at the Sb near egde of GST-8,2,11. Each color
represents one of 24 individual scans of a 0.5 A˚−1 segment. The position of the analyzer
crystal was optimized after each scan.
intensity loss is negligible in each segment. In the Q-range of interest, 24 individual scans
are obtained that can be combined to one total graph, as shown in figure 41.
Unfortunately, such a combination of scans results in sharp features in the ∆kS(Q)
at the borders of each scan. In order to compensate for this effect, the intensity ratio
between the original measurements and the “optimized” scans is calculated, as illustrated
in fig. 42. This ratio is then used to correct the data measured in the continuous scan.
Thus, in turn, this kind of correction is very similar to the analyzer correction presented
in section 3.2.4. The structure factor calculated from such a segmented measurement is
shown in fig. 43; the improvement compared to fig. 40 is obvious.
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Figure 42: Ratio of the uncorrected intensity to the segmented scans at the Sb edges of
GST-8,2,11. Solid lines represent fits of sigmoidal functions.
Figure 43: Structure factors SSb(Q) of GST-8,2,11 after the correction shown in fig. 41
and 42. The line at S(Q) = 1 is a guide for the eye.
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5.1.2 Structure from total measurements
The total structure factors and the corresponding total pair distributions functions ob-
tained for the four different GST compositions are displayed in figure 44. It is instructive
to investigate the trends observable in these functions, as there are yet no assumptions
made concerning structural properties. Such assumptions will necessarily be introduced
by a subsequent RMC modelling procedure, as outlined in the following section. As a con-
sequence, the investigation of the total S(Q)’s and g(r)’s will emphasize the limitations
of a structural description with respect to total scattering functions only.
The total structure factors in fig. 44 represent the measurements at each compositions’
Te-far edge. The most prominent signals are labeled Q1 - Q4, the index counting the
relative sequence of the signals. The Q1 peak at around 1 A˚
−1 is a so-called first sharp
diffraction peak (FSDP) and is comparably small in each structure factor, which indicates
that the peak is correlated to an element with a minor atomic fraction or to a minor
correlation. The principal peak at Q2=2 A˚
−1 remains constant in its position and only
exhibits a small variation in intensity as a function of Sb2Te3 content x. The third peak
at Q3, on the other hand, decreases monotonically as a function of x, possessing a similar
intensity as the Q2 peak in pure GeTe (x = 0), i.e. around S(Q) = 1.9, and decreasing to
1.3 in GST-1,4,7 (see fig. 44). It should be noted that the shoulder visible on the low-Q
side of the Q3 peak vanishes upon addition of Sb to GeTe; it appears again, however,
for higher concentrations of Sb2Te3, manifested as an asymmetry of the Q3 peak. The
last prominent signal seen in all compositions is the Q4 peak. The position of this peak
decreases from around 5.25 A˚−1 in GeTe to 5.0 A˚−1 in GST-1,4,7.
The pair correlations functions in fig. 44 exhibit similar forms, but some distinct trends
can be observed. The peaks are labeled r1, r2 and r3, corresponding to the first, second and
third coordination shell. With respect to the elemental fractions, the major contributions
to the peak at r1 will be Ge-Te correlations for low values of x, and Sb-Te correlations for
higher Sb2Te3 fractions. Due to the different atomic diameters of Ge and Sb, the position
of the peak should thus increase with x, and indeed it is found that the signal maximum
shifts monotonically from 2.6 A˚ in GeTe to 2.85 A˚ in GST-1,4,7. These distances are in
very good agreement with the interatomic separation length reported for Ge-Te / Ge-Ge
and Sb-Te, respectively [88–90]. On the other hand, the r1 peak is becoming increasingly
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asymmetric as a function of x, indicating the presence of Ge-correlated distances near
2.5 A˚, which are not completely resolved from the Sb-Sb, Sb-Te and TeTe bonds near
2.85 A˚ in the total g(r) function. The peak at r2 near 4.1 A˚ shifts to higher r as well,
but not as much as the r1 peak. It is, however, interesting to observe that this signal
also becomes increasingly asymmetric towards the low-r side. For GST-1,4,7, a distinct
peak at 3.7 A˚ is nearly resolved. The third coordination sphere is situated at around
r3 = 6.2 A˚, and exhibits only a small signal in the g(r) functions. Nonetheless, such a
distinct third coordination sphere is quite noteworthy and will be discussed later within
the scope of the RMC simulation in more detail. It is interesting to observe that this
sphere is predicted by AIMD simulations as well.
Total coordination numbers have been calculated from the integrals over the r1 peaks
by eq. 2.8 and are also indicated in fig. 44. The clearly developed minimum between
the r1 and r2 peak was chosen as the upper limit for the integration. The total average
coordination numbers 〈N〉 range closely around 3, with 〈N〉 = 3.1 for GeTe, 〈N〉 = 2.9
for GST-8,2,11, 〈N〉 = 3.1 for GST-2,2,5 and 〈N〉 = 3.0 for GST-1,4,7. Note that the
integrated intervals for the calculation of the coordination numbers are not the same due
to the different positions of the first g(r) minima.
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Figure 44: Total structure factors for each composition (top) and the corresponding total
pair distribution functions (bottom). Datasets are shifted upwards for clarity, solid lines
indicate unity for each graph, and dashed lines indicate positions of prominent peaks as
a guide for the eye.
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5.2 Reverse Monte Carlo Simulations on GeSbTe glasses
Input configurations with proper stoichiometry were chosen for each composition, with an
initial random distribution of the atoms in a box corresponding to the number densities
• ρN(GeTe) = 0.0337 atoms/A˚3
• ρN(GST− 8, 2, 11) = 0.03133 atoms/A˚3
• ρN(GST− 2, 2, 5) = 0.0315 atoms/A˚3
• ρN(GST− 1, 4, 7) = 0.0279 atoms/A˚3
Cut-off distances for the individual correlations Ge-Ge, Ge-Sb, Ge-Te, Sb-Sb, Sb-
Te and Te-Te have been set to 2.4, 2.5, 2.4, 2.7, 2.5 and 2.8 A˚, respectively. These
distances have been chosen near the values for the respective sums of the covalent radii
as outlined in [90], and adjusted to fit the first coordination shells adequately. Note
that by this choice, no specific correlation is excluded in the first coordination shell. A
typical starting configuration is shown in fig. 45 for GST-8,2,11, which consists of 10,000
atoms with random distribution in a cubic box. Only the cut-off distance constraint
is applied. Characteristic features of these configurations are the atomic agglomerations
near the cut-off distances and a fast convergence towards unity. Also visible is the different
statistical quality of the graphs due to the different number of atoms for each element
in the simulation box; in this case, Sb-related curves are much noisier, since the Sb
concentration is only 9.5 at%. For the simulations on GST-1,4,7, a strong coordination
number constraint on the germanium atoms was introduced in order to ensure a basic
four-fold coordination. This constraint is necessitated by the incomplete set of structure
factors for this compound. As will be outlined in the following, this type of coordination
is also found in the other GST compositions.
The experimental structure factors for all GST compositions are illustrated in fig. 46
along with the results of the RMC fits. To give an impression on the relative information
content of the partial correlations contained therein, the weighting factors are listed in
table 9 for the maximum in S(Q) at Q = 2 A˚−1. Qualitatively, the ∆SbS(Q)’s and
∆TeS(Q)’s resemble the total S(Q)’s, though they exhibit larger oscillations and a FSDP
around 1 A˚−1 is seen in ∆SbS(Q) of GST-1,4,7. On the other hand, the ∆GeS(Q)’s differ
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Figure 45: A typical starting configuration of 10,000 atoms with a random distribution
in the simulation box, for GST-8,2,11. Only a constraint of nearest-neighbour cut-off
distances has been applied. Left: Partial pair correlation function, right: 3D model of a
60x60x15 A˚3 section, Ge atoms are coloured red, Sb: violet, Te: blue.
majorly; they show smaller oscillations in general and exhibit the Q3 peak as the most
intense signal, whereas the Q2 peak decreases in intensity with rising x. Furthermore, a
first sharp diffraction peak around 0.9 A˚−1 is observed in all compositions.
Table 9: Weighting factors Wij for each dataset, exemplary at Q=2.0 A˚
−1 near the first
peak position in S(Q), for the GST glasses.
Composition Dataset GeGe GeSb GeTe SbSb SbTe TeTe
GeTe
S(Q) 0.164 0.482 0.354
∆GeS(Q) 0.334 0.661 0.005
∆TeS(Q) 0.001 0.411 0.588
GST-8,2,11
S(Q) 0.087 0.065 0.351 0.012 0.131 0.354
∆GeS(Q) 0.235 0.115 0.641 0.000 0.003 0.007
∆SbS(Q) 0.001 0.199 0.093 0.070 0.448 0.189
∆TeS(Q) 0.000 -0.007 0.306 -0.002 0.101 0.601
GST-2,2,5
S(Q) 0.022 0.072 0.183 0.058 0.293 0.372
∆GeS(Q) 0.124 0.240 0.610 0.002 0.011 0.013
∆SbS(Q) 0.000 0.138 0.024 0.194 0.555 0.088
∆TeS(Q) 0.000 -0.002 0.168 -0.003 0.243 0.595
GST-1,4,7
S(Q) 0.003 0.040 0.069 0.120 0.412 0.355
∆SbS(Q) 0.000 0.051 0.008 0.285 0.579 0.078
∆TeS(Q) 0.000 -0.004 0.063 -0.025 0.334 0.632
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Figure 46: Experimentally determined total structure factors S(Q) (Te far-edge measure-
ments) and ∆kS(Q)’s for the Ge, Sb and Te K edges. Squares indicate data obtained from
the AXS experiments, and red solid curves denote the fits by RMC modelling. a) GeTe,
b) GST-8,2,11, c) GST-2,2,5, d) GST-1,4,7.
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5.2.1 Partial structure factors of the GeSbTe glasses
The partial structure factors obtained from the RMC simulations are displayed for all GST
compositions in fig. 47. Note that the information content of the Ge-based correlations
in GST-1,4,7 is quite low. The Sij(Q) functions are sorted by correlation in order to
facilitate the overview about the development of the individual partial correlations as a
function of Sb2Te3 content, which are to be discussed in the following.
Ge-Ge: There is an intense FSDP at 0.95 A˚−1 of germanium telluride, indicating a
high degree of intermediate range order among the Ge atoms. This peak is still visible
in GST-8,2,11, but decreases for larger Sb2Te3 concentrations. A decreasing trend also
applies to the peak at the Q2 position, whereas the peak at Q3 = 3.45 A˚
−1 only decreases
slightly, and broadens in GST-2,2,5. The shoulder observed for the Q3 peaks is found to
represent the main reason for the shoulder of the Q3 peak in the total S(Q). Note that
the Ge-Ge correlation of GST-1,4,7 may not be significant, as the information content on
the Ge atoms is too low due to the missing ∆GeS(Q) dataset.
Ge-Sb: In general, the observed peaks in the Ge-Sb correlations are comparably small.
Otherwise, the correlations are strikingly different in all three compositions containing
antimony. The position of the Q2 and the Q3 peak shifts between the compositions.
In GST-2,2,5, the Q2 peak is distorted towards the low-Q side. Apart from that, a
FSDP is observed only in GST-8,2,11, indicating that the IRO also extends on the Ge-Sb
correlation.
Ge-Te: A small angle scattering signal resulting in a minimum at about 1.5 A˚−1 is
consistently observed in all compositions, though the minimum shifts about 0.2 A˚−1 for
higher contents of Sb2Te3. Intensities of the signals at Q2 and Q3 decrease similar to the
Ge-Ge correlation described above, but the peak intensity at Q4 remains constant except
for GST-1,4,7.
Sb-Sb: Due to the low Sb content in GST-8,2,11, SSbSb(Q) possesses a high statistical
error. Nonetheless, a peak at Q2 ≈ 2 A˚−1 is clearly observed in all compositions, though
with a reduced intensity in GST-1,4,7. The Q3 peak is also found to be comparably small
in this composition.
Sb-Te: All graphs resemble the total structure factor. Peaks at Q2 and Q3 are consis-
tently observed with similar intensity ratios. On the other hand, the Q3 peaks becomes
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more and more asymmetric towards the low-Q side, thereby constituting the major con-
tribution to the asymmetry in the total S(Q). Furthermore, major oscillations are found
to persist in the high-Q region, most notably for GST-2,2,5, which are indicative of a
strong SRO. A small FSDP is developing for GST-1,4,7 around 1 A˚−1; this peak is shifted
to higher Q-values compared to the FSDP of the Ge-Ge correlations in the GeTe-rich
compositions, and may be regarded as the main reason for the shift of the FSDP in the
total S(Q).
Te-Te: All graphs resemble the total structure factor, but exhibit a larger amplitude.
A FSDP is missing in all compositions. Peaks at Q2 and Q3 are observed consistently
with a similar intensity ratio. Oscillations at high Q-values are generally less developed
than those in the Sb-Te correlations.
Summarizing the results on the FSDP, it is striking that the most commonly employed
and investigated Ge2Sb2Te5 possesses a special position within the compositions along the
pseudo-binary line: the prominence of the intermediate range order, as represented by the
presence of FSDPs at the Q1 position, is very low. For the more GeTe-rich compositions, a
FSDP in the Ge-Ge and also in the Ge-Sb correlations is observed; these features decrease,
however, as a function of the Sb2Te3 content. For higher Sb2Te3 concentrations, on the
other hand, an increasing FSDP among the Sb-Te correlation is found. Note that the
latter trend will have to be confirmed by a simulation containing the ∆GeS(Q) as well.
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Figure 47: Partial structure factors Sij(Q)−1 obtained by RMC for the GST compositions,
ordered by correlation: a) Ge-Ge, b) Ge-Sb, c) Ge-Te, d) Sb-Sb, e) Sb-Te, f) Te-Te.
Vertical dotted lines indicate distinct peak positions and are a guide for the eye.
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5.2.2 Partial pair correlation functions
The partial pair correlation functions obtained from the RMC simulations for the different
(GeTe)1−x(Sb2Te3)x glasses are displayed in fig. 48, again ordered by correlation rather
than by composition. It can be noticed immediately that the interatomic distances,
as represented by the peaks of the first coordination shells, in general remain constant
within about ±0.1 A˚ (i.e. the r-spacing value chosen for the RMC modelling). A notable
exception is constituted by the Ge-based correlations in GST-1,4,7 - but as described
above, since the experimental information on these correlations is low, it cannot be decided
whether these features are meaningful or not. The other distances are summarized in
table 10. The agreement with comparable data on GeTe [89] and GST-2,2,5 [79, 84, 86]
is quite good. Distances of second-neighbour coordination are displayed in tab. 11.
The coordination numbers obtained from the pair correlation functions are summarized
in table 12. Cut-off values for the calculation of the integrals were set to 3.15 A˚ for the Ge-
Ge and Ge-Te correlations, and 3.25 A˚ for all other correlations, corresponding to the first
minima in the partial pair correlation functions. It is found that the individual average
coordination numbers amount to a value near 3 with a decreasing trend, in contrast to
the development in the total g(r) functions. This trend qualitatively agrees with the
development of the average coordination numbers expected from the 8−N rule, as shown
in table 12; this rule predicts a decreasing CN as a function of x, ranging from 3 for GeTe
to 2.5 in the case of GST-1,4,7.
In the following, I will give a brief summary of the trends observed in the individual
correlations, based on fig. 48 and tables 10-13. A detailed comparison with other studies
follows for each composition individually in tables 14 to 16.
Ge-Ge: Homopolar Ge-Ge bonds with a bond length of 2.55 A˚ play a significant role in
the configuration of germanium telluride, constituting about 40% of the Ge-based bonds
with a CN of 1.57. Their significance decreases, however, as a function of x, and thus the
CN is only 0.12 for high Sb2Te3 contents. As expected from the relative elemental ratios,
this effect is observable already for small amounts of Sb added to the GeTe structure,
so that the CN decreases by about 22% from GeTe to GST-8,2,11. The second peak of
this correlation is situated constant at 4.1 A˚ and decreases in intensity from GeTe to
GST-1,4,7.
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Figure 48: Partial pair correlations functions gij(Q) obtained by RMC for the GST com-
positions, ordered by correlation: a) Ge-Ge, b) Ge-Sb, c) Ge-Te, d) Sb-Sb, e) Sb-Te,
f) Te-Te. Vertical dotted lines indicate distinct peak positions and are a guide for the eye.
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Ge-Sb: The Ge-Sb bond near 2.70 A˚ increases in its coordination number from 0.31
in GST-8,2,11 to 0.54 in GST-2,2,5 and 0.83 in GST-1,4,7. Analogously, the Sb-Ge
coordination number decreases from 1.26 to 0.21, as shown in tab. 12. The position of
the second peak varies strongly.
Ge-Te: The first peak at 2.6 A˚ remains constant in shape and position. The second
peak is also constantly located at 4.1 A˚ (except again for GST-1,4,7), but decreases
in intensity. Also visible is a comparably pronounced third peak near 6.1 A˚. The Ge-
Te coordination number is found to possess the highest value among all partials in all
compositions, rising from 2.23 in GeTe to 2.81 in GST-1,4,7. The Te-Ge CN, on the other
hand, decreases sharply to 0.40 in GST-1,4,7.
Sb-Sb: The homopolar Sb-Sb distance is 2.85 A˚, having a low coordination number of
0.20 and 0.32 in the GeTe-richer compositions, but increasing strikingly in GST-1,4,7 to
1.30. This correlation is sometimes excluded in the investigation of GST-2,2,5 (e.g. [79])
- and the low CN found here supports this assumption - but it is found to be definitely
significant in GST-1,4,7. The second peak varies in position between 3.9 and 4.4 A˚, and
is found to be most prominent in GST-2,2,5.
Sb-Te: The first and second peaks are situated constant at 2.75 and 4.2 A˚, respectively,
though the second peak exhibits a pronounced shoulder at about 3.6 A˚ in all cases. The
Sb-Te coordination increases from 1.31 in GST-8,2,11 to about 1.96 in GST-2,2,5 and
1.74 in GST-1,4,7. The Te-Sb coordination number rises as well from a negligible value
in GST-8,2,11 to about 0.99 in GST-1,4,7.
Te-Te: The CN of the homopolar Te-Te bond at about 2.90 A˚ is quite small in the
GeTe-rich compositions, but rises to 0.77 in GST-2,2,5 and even to 1.14 in GST-1,4,7.
Contrary to assumptions of other studies (cf. [78, 81, 88]), it is thus suggested to be a
significant correlation. Interestingly, the second peak at 4.2 A˚ decreases only slightly in
intensity, and appears to be split into two separate contributions in GST-1,4,7, with the
new peak situated at 3.8 A˚. Together with the Sb-Te correlation, Te-Te bonds are thus
the major reason for the asymmetry of the r2 peak observed in the total g(r).
Total coordination numbers deviate significantly from the 8 − N rule, which would
predict N(Ge)=4, N(Sb)=3 and N(Te)=2. All values are found to be close to N(Ge)=3.8,
N(Sb)=2.9 and N(Te)=2.5. Ge atoms therefore appear to be slightly under-coordinated,
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Table 10: Interatomic distances in A˚ obtained by RMC, in comparison with values from
other investigations for the GeTe [89] and GST-2,2,5 glasses [75, 81, 84, 86].
correlation this work EXAFS [89] EXAFS [81] EXAFS[75] DFT [84] DFT [86]
Ge-Ge 2.55 2.5 2.48 2.54
Ge-Sb 2.70 2.69 2.75
Ge-Te 2.60 2.6 2.6 2.61 2.73 2.70
Sb-Sb 2.85 2.92
Sb-Te 2.75 2.82 2.85 2.88 2.82
Te-Te 2.90 2.7 2.85
whereas the Te atoms are found to be over-coordinated by nearly 25%, with the lowest
CN observed in GST-8,2,11, where N(Te)=2.39. This behaviour offers an interesting
insight into the structural reorganization of the amorphous network of GeTe upon addition
of a small amount of Sb2Te3. The development of the partial coordination numbers
of the Ge-Ge, Ge-Te and Te-Te correlations from GeTe to GST-8,2,11 quantitatively
follows the expectations from the respective concentration ratios (Ge 50% to 38%, and
Te 50% to 52%). Thus, in the case of germanium, antimony atoms compensate for the
overall loss in the coordination sphere (i.e. without Sb, the Ge atoms would be less than
fourfold coordinated). On the other hand, the coordination of Sb atoms around Te is not
growing sufficiently to preserve a total coordination number comparable to the other GST
glasses. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the difference between the average CN from
the experiment to the values from the 8−N rule is growing: for low Sb2T e3 contents, the
difference is about 0.15, increasing to 0.27 (GST-2,2,5) and 0.37 in GST-1,4,7.
Table 13 lists the fractions of homopolar bonds P homopolari (i.e. the homoatomar corre-
lations Ge-Ge, Sb-Sb and Te-Te, but also Ge-Sb, as both are considered as formal cations)
extracted from tab. 12. These bonds are also called “wrong bonds” sometimes, as they
are not observed in the corresponding crystal. However, these bonds are found to be a
dominant characteristic of the amorphous phase with an overall ratio of more than 25% in
all compositions. The average contribution even exhibits an increasing trend as a function
of x, although the fraction of Ge-based bonds is largely shrinking.
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Table 11: Higher order coordination shell distances in A˚ for the GST glasses. Ge-based
correlations in GST-1,4,7 are in parentheses (see text).
correlation second peak third peak
GeTe 8,2,11 2,2,5 1,4,7 GeTe 8,2,11 2,2,5 1,4,7
Ge-Ge 4.1 4.1 4.1 (3.8) 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1
Ge-Sb - 3.9 4.4 (3.8) - 6.2 6.5 (6.2)
Ge-Te 4.1 4.1 4.1 (3.8) 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1
Sb-Sb - 3.9 4.4 4.1
Sb-Te - 4.2 4.2 4.2 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.4
Te-Te 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2
Table 12: Partial and total coordination numbers of the first coordination shell in the
GST glasses obtained by AXS/RMC. Coordination numbers have been calculated by
integrating the respective coordination shells in the gij(r). For comparison, values for the
average CN expected by the 8−N rule are listed as well.
GeTe GST-8,2,11 GST-2,2,5 GST-1,4,7
x = 0 1/9 1/3 2/3
correlation partial coordination numbers nij
Ge-Ge 1.57 1.23 0.54 0.12
Ge-Sb - 0.31 0.54 0.83
Ge-Te 2.23 2.38 2.71 2.81
Sb-Ge - 1.26 0.54 0.21
Sb-Sb - 0.20 0.32 1.30
Sb-Te - 1.31 1.96 1.74
Te-Ge 2.23 1.73 1.08 0.40
Te-Sb - 0.24 0.79 0.99
Te-Te 0.30 0.42 0.77 1.14
correlation total coordination numbers N(i)
N(Ge) 3.80 3.93 3.79 3.76
N(Sb) - 2.77 2.82 3.25
N(Te) 2.53 2.39 2.64 2.53
〈N〉 3.16 3.01 2.94 2.87
〈N〉8−N 3.00 2.86 2.67 2.50
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Table 13: Homopolar bond contributions P homopolari in the GST glasses, for all elements
i, and the average value P homopolaraverage .
correlation GeTe GST-8,2,11 GST-2,2,5 GST-1,4,7
P homopolarGe 41.3% 39.2% 28.5% 25.3%
P homopolarSb 0% 52.7% 30.5% 46.5%
P homopolarTe 11.9% 17.6% 29.2% 45.1%
P homopolaraverage 26.6% 29.2% 29.3% 43.9%
Comparison with other studies The obtained coordination numbers are compared
in tables 14 to 16 with results from experimental [78, 81, 88, 89, 91, 92] and theoretical
investigations [83, 84, 86] on GeSbTe. It should be noted that the coordination numbers
presented here naturally depend on the chosen cut-off criterion, which may differ between
the studies and which is not always stated explicitly.
In the case of germanium telluride (GeTe), the best agreement with the current
AXS/RMC results is found for the EXAFS investigation by van Eijk [91]. Strikingly,
even within the same experimental method, quite different CN are found by Jo´va´ri et
al., see table 14. The latter one is the only study that agrees with the 8 − N rule
reporting a CN of about 4 for Ge and about 2 for Te. Other studies as well as the current
AXS/RMC approach result in a considerably higher CN for tellurium. Experimental
techniques predict a ratio of Ge-Te to Ge-Ge bonds of about 2 : 2 (i.e. about 2.2 :
1.6 in the present study and in [91], and 1.5 : 2.3 in [89]) and a significant number
of Te-Te homopolar bonds. In contrast, the values found by Akola and Jones by ab-
initio MD predict a quite different coordination of the Ge atoms with nGeTe=3.2 and
nGeGe=1.1 and a very small contribution of Te-Te with nTeTe=0.1. With respect to the
experimental findings, the DFT calculations may therefore be regarded as underestimating
the contribution of homopolar bonds.
For the composition Ge8Sb2Te11, few comparable investigations have been published,
cf. tab. 15. Both the theoretical work by Akola and the experimental work by van Eijk
highly disagree with the 8 − N rule, the latter even for Ge and Sb atoms. This trend is
not in line with results on other compositions along the tie-line (in general, only Te is
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Table 14: Coordination numbers of GeTe in comparison with other studies. Note that val-
ues in [89] have been extrapolated to Ge50Te50, as the study covers only the compositions
12≤ x ≤44.6 in GexTe100−x.
this work EXAFS [89] EXAFS [91] DFT [84]
correlation partial coordination numbers nij
GeGe 1.57 2.45 1.7 1.1
GeTe 2.23 1.50 2.3 3.2
TeTe 0.30 0.60 0.3 0.1
correlation total coordination numbers N(i)
N(Ge) 3.80 3.95 4 4.2
N(Te) 2.53 2.10 2.6 3.3
〈N〉 3.16 3.03 3.3 3.75
Table 15: Coordination numbers of GST-8,2,11 in comparison with other studies.
this study DFT[84] EXAFS[91]
correlation partial coordination numbers nij
GeGe 1.23 0.7 2.1
GeSb 0.31 0.2 0.4
GeTe 2.38 3.2 3
SbGe 1.26 0.6 1.7
SbSb 0.20 0.2 0
SbTe 1.31 2.8 2.2
TeGe 1.73 2.3 2.18
TeSb 0.24 0.5 0.42
TeTe 0.42 0.1 0
correlation total coordination numbers N(i)
N(Ge) 3.93 4.0 5.5
N(Sb) 2.77 3.7 3.9
N(Te) 2.39 2.9 2.6
〈N〉 3.01 3.4 3.83
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found to exhibit major deviations from the 8−N -rule) and may therefore be considered
with some caution. It is for example not pointed out why van Eijk [91] excluded Te-Te
bonds in GST-8,2,11 (xTe=0.52), when at the same time this correlation is reported to be
significant in GeTe (xTe=0.50) in the same study. Also, Ge-Ge and Ge-Te bonds appear
to be somewhat overestimated. In the DFT study, the ratio of the correlations Ge-Te :
(Ge-Ge + Ge-Sb) is 3.2 : 0.9, compared to 2.38 : 1.54 in the current AXS/RMC approach,
displaying the same development that was observed in germanium telluride.
GST-2,2,5 gives an interesting example of the importance of allowing homopolar
Te-Te and Sb-Sb bonds in the configuration, see tab. 16. These bonds have a major
effect on the Ge-Te network via a “cross-talk” between the correlations: Introducing Te-
Te bonds in the coordination shell of Te reduces the number of Ge and Sb neighbours,
thus concomitantly reducing the CN of Te around Ge. This development can be seen by
comparing the results of the present AXS/RMC scheme with the simulations by Hosokawa
et al. [88], who used the same sets of experimental data: without Te-Te bonds, a CN of
3.26 is found. It may be noted that Ohara and coworkes report the same number [92].
On the other hand, the lower CN of 2.71 has also been found by EXAFS measurements
[78, 81] and is in line with the general trend observed in the tie-line compositions. A nGeTe
as high as 3.26 would disagree with the steadily decreasing development of the CN as a
function of the Sb2Te3 content. Furthermore, although technically Te-Te bonds have been
allowed in [92], no differential structure factor of the Ge absorption edge was included
in the modelling procedure, so that the information content on Ge is rather low. This
shortcoming can also be seen in the reported Ge-Sb and Ge-Ge pair correlations functions,
which largely deviate from all other studies cited before. Theoretical characterizations
of GST-2,2,5 based on DFT simulations again find a high number of Ge-Te bonds and
only small contributions from homopolar correlations [83, 84]. However, all average CN
are much higher than in the experimental works, representing again the major conflict
between both approaches.
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Table 16: Coordination numbers of GST-2,2,5 in comparison with other studies.
this study AXS/RMC[88] AXS/RMC[92] EXAFS[78, 81] DFT[83, 84]
correlation partial coordination numbers nij
GeGe 0.54 0.70 0.39 0.79 0.4
GeSb 0.54 0.28 0.18 0.60 0.2
GeTe 2.71 3.26 3.26 2.46 3.6
SbGe 0.54 0.44 0.18 0.60 0.2
SbSb 0.32 0.00 0.51 - 0.6
SbTe 1.96 2.51 2.37 2.52 2.9
TeGe 1.08 1.30 1.30 0.98 1.4
TeSb 0.79 1.00 0.95 1.01 1.2
TeTe 0.77 0.00 0.20 - 0.3
correlation total coordination numbers N(i)
N(Ge) 3.79 4.24 3.83 3.85 4.2
N(Sb) 2.82 2.95 3.06 3.12 3.7
N(Te) 2.64 2.30 2.45 1.99 2.9
〈N〉 2.94 2.88 2.89 2.65 3.37
In comparison with the investigations cited above, two further constraints on the RMC
simulation were tested. They are compared with the original simulations by the goodness
of fit values Rw. These values range between 0.03 - 0.1 for the total and between 0.1 - 0.35
for the differential scattering functions, respectively, for the original simulations.
First, the system was forced to adopt total coordination numbers given by the 8−N
rule. For “weak” constraints on the coordination numbers, i.e. using comparably high
σ-values, it is found that Ge and Sb easily adopt the required CN, but Te is always
over-coordinated. The Te atoms thereby ensure the overall average CN defined by the
total correlation functions. This is true for all compositions under investigation. The
RW values of the individual scattering functions ∆kS(Q) and S(Q) rise by 5-10%. Since
the CN of the Ge and Sb atoms are already close to the 8 −N rule value and Te is still
over-coordinated, this constraint only has a minor impact on the actual configuration.
For a “stronger” constraint, the Te atoms can be forced to adopt a CN of about 2 as well,
but only if the strength of the 8 − N constraint is increased so far that the agreement
between simulation and experimental data is considerably debased.
Secondly, an exclusion of Te-Te bonds was tested. Therefor, the minimal Te-Te dis-
tance during the RMC modelling was raised to 3.2 A˚. It is found that the RW values of the
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scattering functions raise only slightly for GeTe and GST-8,2,11 (in the order of about 1%
for each function). This is not unexpected, because the CN of Te-Te is already quite low
in these compositions. The existence of Te-Te homopolar bonds may thus be questioned
and their exclusion as assumed e.g. in [91] cannot be rebutted on the basis of the good-
ness of fit for small Sb2Te3 concentrations. In contrast, the RW values for GST-2,2,5 and
GST-1,4,7 increase considerably for this constraint. Whereas the total structure factor in
GST-2,2,5 is described nearly equally well (RW increases only by 0.5%), it is found that
the differential structure factors are described considerably worse: the RW for ∆TeS(Q)
increases by 25%, and the RW for ∆SbS(Q) by 16%. Only the value for ∆GeS(Q) remains
nearly constant. In the case of GST-1,4,7, even the agreement of the simulation with the
total structure factor worsens, with an increase in the RW value of 23%. Furthermore,
the RW values of the differential structure factors rise as well by about 20%. It may also
be noted that the interatomic distance of Te-Te bonds in amorphous elemental tellurium
has only recently been reported with rTeTe ≈ 2.8 A˚ [93], which is just slightly smaller than
the distance found with the present AXS/RMC approach. It can thus be concluded that
the Te-Te bond is definitely necessary in GST-1,4,7 for an accurate structural characteri-
zation, and in GST-2,2,5 it is the element specific information provided by the differential
structure factors that shows the need for including this correlation in the overall structure.
5.2.3 Bond angle analysis
Bond angle distributions (BAD) are well investigated for GST-2,2,5 and show a remarkable
agreement between theoretical and experimental investigations. For example, the Te-Ge-
Te angle is reported by Jo´va´ri with a broad distribution peaking around 105◦, indicating
a dominant contribution of tetrahedrally coordinated (109.5◦) Ge atoms mixed with an
octahedral coordination (90◦) [78, 81]. Kolobov et al. report that the optical properties
in GST can only be reproduced if a fraction of 50% of the Ge atoms occupy tetrahedral
sites, and the remaining Ge atoms are situated in distorted octahedral sites [75]. They
conclude that this kind of coordination would lead to an average coordination number
between 3 and 4. Akola and Jones report a peak at 94◦, but the peak shifts to higher
angles when smaller distances are considered [83, 84]. That is, distributions close to
109.5◦ are observed if only distances up to 2.7 A˚ are considered. Both findings are in
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agreement with the AXS/RMC study of Hosokawa et al., who find nearly equal portions
of octahedral and tetrahedral symmetries [88] for the Te-Ge-Te angle.
Bond angle distributions obtained from the present AXS/RMC study are displayed in
figures 49 - 51. The BAD around Ge, Sb and Te atoms are illustrated in fig. 49. Majorly,
distributions around 100◦ are observed, with a tendency to smaller angles in GST-1,4,7,
indicating a mix of octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Note that the sharp spikes for GST-
1,4,7 in fig. 49 a) result from the small number of Ge atoms and the structural constraints
applied during the RMC scheme (i.e. that 90% of the Ge atoms were forced to possess
exactly four neighbours). The overall BAD’s can be partitioned into individual angle
distributions; considering the partial coordination numbers from tab. 12, the bond angles
with the highest relative weight are Te-Ge-Te, Te-Sb-Te and Ge-Ge-Ge, which are shown
individually in fig. 50 for all compositions. The maximum of the distribution of the Te-Ge-
Te bond angles shifts gradually as a function of xSb2Te3 from about 108
◦ in GeTe to smaller
angles, indicating a growing contribution from octahedral sites. A further partition of this
angle is given in fig. 51. In contrast, neither the Te-Sb-Te nor the Ge-Ge-Ge angle exhibits
a similar clear trend; the distributions are centered broadly around 100◦.
With respect to the findings by Akola et al., the dependence of the BAD on the
distance to the central atom is investigated. Fig. 51 shows the results for the Te-Ge-Te
bond angle in the GST glasses for a partition of the angle distribution in 0.1 A˚ segments.
It is found that small bond distances adopt a higher angle, and higher distances adopt
smaller angles. In particular, the maximum of gGeTe(r) at 2.6 A˚ provides a separation
in so far that smaller distances are closer to a tetrahedral angle and larger distances are
closer to an octahedral coordination. Similar developments are found in all compositions,
but the BAD maxima above 2.6 A˚ gradually shift even closer to 90◦ as a function of
the composition, whereas the lower distance BAD’s remain comparably constant. These
distributions have an interesting effect on the Ge-Te network structure, which will be
discussed in section 5.2.4.
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Figure 49: Bond angle distributions around each element in GST glasses. Angles around
Ge atoms (a), Sb (b) and Te (c), for all compositions: GeTe (black), GST-8,2,11 (red),
GST-2,2,5 (green), GST-1,4,7 (blue).
Figure 50: Te-Ge-Te (a), Te-Sb-Te (b) and Ge-Ge-Ge (c) bond angle distributions in the
GST glasses. GeTe (black), GST-8,2,11 (red), GST-2,2,5 (green), GST-1,4,7 (blue).
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Figure 51: Evolution of the Te-Ge-Te bond angle with the cut-off distance, in GST glasses.
Cut-off distances were chosen between 2.5 and 2.9 A˚ with steps of 0.1 A˚. The uppermost
graphs shows the overall distribution in the first coordination sphere, and dashed red
lines indicate angles of 90◦ and 109.5◦, respectively (red) as well as the position of the
maximum in the total distribution (blue).
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5.2.4 Intermediate range order
The three dimensional configurations obtained by RMC provide a basis to visualize the
network structures forming in the GeSbTe glasses. The following section will give a dis-
cussion of the prominent network characteristics and their relation to the SRO parameters
discussed above in terms of their structural hierarchy. In this respect, the main correla-
tions forming the amorphous network are Ge-Ge and Ge-X4 (X = Ge, Sb, Te). A different
approach to discuss the IRO is the investigation of distributions of ring structures, which
follows in the second part of the section.
As discussed earlier (see section 2.4), the occurrence of a FSDP can be interpreted as
a sign for intermediate range order. In this respect, the closer investigation of the Ge-Ge
correlation may provide an initial access to understand the IRO in the GST glasses, as it
is most pronounced in this correlation.
The Ge-Ge FSDP’s have been fitted with Gaussian functions in order to determine
their characteristic values, which are summarized in table 17. It should be noted that the
values for GST-1,4,7 are not given, as the Ge-Ge correlations especially at low-Q may not
be reliable enough without the Ge differential structure factor. It is found that the FSDP
position shifts to higher Q-values already for low Sb2Te3 concentrations (Q1,GeTe=0.82 A˚
−1
and Q1,GST−8,2,11=0.87 A˚−1), thus causing the characteristic length to shorten correspond-
ingly from 7.7 A˚ to 7.2 A˚. The area under the peak decreases slightly from GeTe to GST-
8,2,11 but the peak broadens from ∆Q1,GeTe=0.36 A˚
−1 to ∆Q1,GST−8,2,11=0.55 A˚−1. In
GST-2,2,5, the intensity of the Ge-Ge FSDP is highly reduced and its area constitutes
only 29% of the peak in germanium telluride. The characteristic length shortens further
to 6.3 A˚. Whether the Ge-Ge FSDP vanishes completely for Sb2Te3 concentrations higher
than x = 1
3
will have to be checked based on the ∆GeS(Q) measurement of GST-1,4,7.
Thereby, it should also be possible to investigate the development of the FWHM values,
which does not exhibit a consistent trend in the different compositions.
Nonetheless, the impact of the decreasing contribution of this signal from GeTe to
GST-2,2,5 can be visualized in the Ge-Ge network structure. These networks are shown
as 64x64 A˚2 sections of the RMC configurations in fig. 52 for all GST compositions. The
fragmentation of the Ge-Ge bonds shown in red and a reduction of the chain lengths is
clearly visible.
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GeTe GST-8,2,11
GST-2,2,5 GST-1,4,7
Figure 52: 64x64x15 A˚3 sections of the configurations of the four GST compositions,
illustrating the Ge network structure in GeTe (upper left), GST-8,2,11 (upper right),
GST-2,2,5 (lower left) and GST-1,4,7 (lower right). Ge atoms are displayed in red, Sb:
violet and Te: blue. Ge-Ge bonds are marked as red bars.
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Table 17: Characteristics of the Ge-Ge FSDP for all compositions. Given are the area of
the peak relative to the FSDP in GeTe, the FWHM ∆Q1 of the peak, the position in A˚
−1
and the corresponding characteristic length Rc.
Composition Position / A˚−1 rel. Area ∆Q1 / A˚−1 Rc / A˚
GeTe 0.82 1.00 0.36 7.7
Ge8Sb2Te11 0.87 0.88 0.55 7.2
Ge2Sb2Te5 1.00 0.29 0.15 6.3
Another significant aspect of the network structure becomes evident by inspecting
the bond angle / bond length division for the Ge-Te correlation (fig. 51). Thereby, two
different sub-network structures can be distinguished. One is based on the short Ge-Te
bonds adopting higher bond angles, and can be interpreted as a “wide-meshed” network
close to a tetrahedral angle, and the other is based on the longer Ge-Te bonds above
the distance of the gGeTe maximum, which adopt smaller angles, and may be interpreted
as an “close-meshed” network closer to the octahedral angle. Both are illustrated in
figures 53 - 55. The total network constituted by the first coordination shell of Ge,
which is the sum of both sub-networks, is shown on the right hand side of the figures.
Note that all Ge-X (X= Ge, Sb, Te) bonds are included in the coordination polyhedra
around Ge, but given from the CN shown in table 12, Ge-Te always constitutes the
dominant contribution. It is readily observed that the wide-meshed network accounts for
the more dominant contribution in germanium telluride (fig. 53). A similar characteristic
is found in the Ag-GeSe3 glasses (see previous chapter), where the tetrahedral Ge-Se4
building blocks form a strong background network structure. The connectivity of this Ge
centered network weakens along the pseudo-binary line due to the decreasing number of
Ge atoms. However, keeping in mind the shift of the total BAD around Ge to lower angles
as well as the distance dependence of the Te-Ge-Te bond shown in figures 50 and 51, it is
not surprising that the wide-meshed network weakens much more than the close-meshed
network, as illustrated in figures 54 and 55.
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“wide-meshed” “close-meshed” complete network
Figure 53: Ge-X network in GeTe. All three figures show the same 64x64 A˚2 section
of the configuration. Indicated in red are the bonding polyhedra around a central Ge
atom. Left: “wide-meshed” network (bond length between 2.4 and 2.6 A˚), center: “close-
meshed” network (bond length between 2.6 and 3.1 A˚), right: Ge-Te network comprising
the complete first coordination shell. Ge atoms are displayed in red, Te: blue.
Figure 54: Ge-X network in GST-8,2,11. All three figures show the same 64x64 A˚2 section
of the configuration. Indicated in red are the bonding polyhedra around a central Ge
atom. Left: “wide-meshed” network, center: “close-meshed” network, right: Ge network
comprising the complete first coordination shell. Ge atoms: red, Sb: violet and Te: blue.
Figure 55: Ge-X network in GST-2,2,5. All three figures show the same 64x64 A˚2 section of
the configuration. Indicated in red are the bonding polyhedra around a central Ge atom.
Left: “wide-meshed” network, center: “close-meshed” network, right: Ge-Te network
comprising the complete first coordination shell. Ge atoms: red, Sb: violet and Te: blue.
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A different method to interpret the intermediate range order is to calculate the dis-
tribution of irreducible ring structures in the amorphous configurations. The possible
insights of such ring statistics for GST glasses have been emphasized by Kohara et al. [82]
as well as by Akola and Jones [83, 84], who report distinct differences in the ring statistics
of GeTe and GST-2,2,5, which are used to explain the enhanced phase change abilities of
GST-2,2,5. It is noteworthy that both studies show distinct differences in the actual ring
size distributions, and neither is reproduced by the present AXS/RMC approach. Details
of this finding are outlined in the following.
Using only high energy x-ray diffraction and a RMC modelling scheme, Kohara et
al. compare ring structures of GeTe and GST-2,2,5 in the crystal and in the amorphous
form [82]. They find a nearly uniform distribution of rings in GeTe, compared to a
strong preference of even-fold rings in GST-2,2,5, with the highest contribution of 6 and
8 membered rings. Since both crystalline phases lack homopolar bonds and thus only
contain even-membered rings, most prominently alternating squares, such a ring statistics
would explain the higher phase change rate in GST-2,2,5 by the large similarity between
the crystalline and the amorphous phase. However, it has to be noted that no element
specific information has been included in the modelling procedure of the glasses, so that
the results may be ambiguous, especially in so far as they concern the intermediate range
order.
Akola and Jones calculated ring statistics for GeTe, GST-8,2,11 and GST-2,2,5 based
on DFT simulations [83, 84]. They report a prominent contribution of 4-membered rings in
GST-2,2,5 and GST-8,2,11, but rings with a larger number of members are also common.
Striking is the strong contribution of strictly alternating ABAB rings (A: Ge, Sb; B:
Te), which make up most of the 4- and 6-membered rings, and about half of the 8-
rings. On the other hand, GeTe shows a somewhat different ring distribution with nearly
equal shares of 4-, 5-, 6- and 7-membered rings, and the highest values for 8-membered
rings. Alternating ABAB rings again represent a prominent contribution. This is already
suggested by the partial g(r) functions, which indicate a large number of Ge-Te bonds, but
a low contribution from homopolar bonds, thus limiting the probability for A−A or B−B
bonds in the rings. In the corresponding crystalline phases, only strictly alternating 4 and
6-membered rings are observed; the latter are due to the intrinsic vacancies in the Ge/Sb
sublattice. The authors conclude that alternating ABAB rings are an important building
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block in the amorphous as well as in the crystalline phase, thus facilitating the phase
change process. The growing fraction of 4- and 6-membered rings along the pseudo-
binary-line is supposed to explain the shorter crystallization times of the Sb2Te3-rich
compositions. It may, however, already be pointed out that new AIMD results on GeTe
question this finding to some degree. Details of this finding are discussed in section 5.2.5.
Ring statistics calculated from the AXS/RMC configurations are illustrated in fig. 56.
The findings are very different from both of the studies described previously. Germanium
telluride shows a strong preference for 5- and 6-membered rings. This preference is re-
duced, but still visible in GST-8,2,11, and nearly disappeared in GST-2,2,5, for which a
largely uniform distribution is observed. As shown in e.g. by Kohara et al. [94], we may
identify a high degree of preference for a given n-membered ring with a high degree of
(topological) intermediate range order; it may thus be stated that the IRO with regard to
the ring statistics decreases significantly from GeTe to GST-8,2,11, and then somewhat
more to GST-2,2,5. Interestingly, this is the same trend that has also been observed in the
FSDP of Ge-Ge. Contrary to other studies [82–84], neither a dominant contribution from
even-membered structures for high Sb2Te3 concentrations nor a significant percentage of
alternating ABAB rings to the overall distribution can be found. The latter contribu-
tion is comparably small in general, and even decreases from GeTe via GST-8,2,11 to
GST-2,2,5.
The current results suggest a higher topological order for GST-1,4,7, where the ring
distribution becomes more ordered again. It should be noted, however, that these statistics
are affected by the actual configurations around each element and need to be confirmed
by a simulation with a full set of differential structure factors.
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Figure 56: Distribution of irreducible ring structures in GST glasses. Black: number of
n-membered rings, red: contribution of alternating ABAB rings (A: Ge, Sb; B: Te).
Note that the distribution for GST-1,4,7 may not be as reliable as the others due to the
missing dataset of the Ge-related contributions during the RMC modelling.
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5.2.5 Comparison with AIMD results
The previous considerations showed that there are some discrepancies between the ex-
perimental and the theoretical approaches concerning the structural characterization of
the GST glasses. In general, it is found that theoretical methods under-estimate the con-
tribution of homopolar bonds, and interatomic distances are over-estimated compared to
the experimental values, especially in the case of the Ge-Te bond. In order to examine
these differences, an ab-initio molecular dynamics simulation has been performed for the
binary composition GeTe. The obtained results are particularly useful to compare the
structural properties in reciprocal space, which are not always reported explicitly in the
corresponding literature. However, the (partial) structure factors are generally thought of
as being especially sensible to subtle structural changes, so that a direct comparison can
prove insightful. For example, the order on a length scale larger than the SRO is difficult
to visualize from the g(r) data, but may have a direct manifestation in the S(Q)’s (e.g.
as a FSDP).
The obtained pair correlation functions and the structure factors calculated by Fourier
transformation are displayed in fig. 57. An excellent agreement of the AIMD-gij(r)’s is
found with comparable simulations by Akola and Jones [83]. A major difference results
from the application of a dispersion correction in the DFT scheme (which has not been
used in ref. [83]) with an impact on the second coordination sphere of the Ge-Te correlation
(see below).
Comparing the (partial) pair correlation functions obtained from AIMD and from the
AXS/RMC approach, it can be stated that
- the total g(r)’s show major disagreements. The position of the first peak is shifted
to larger distances by about 0.1 A˚ and coordination numbers obtained from the corre-
sponding radial distribution functions differ significantly. The coordination numbers from
AIMD are close to those of the study from Akola and Jones and can therefore be taken
from table 14.
- The Te-Te pair correlation, on the other hand, is modelled reasonably well, though
a somewhat smaller CN (0.1 compared to 0.3 by AXS) is predicted.
- In gGeTe, the first peak is modelled reasonably concerning its shape, but it is shifted
by 0.1 A˚ to higher distances, thus leading to an increased coordination number of about
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Figure 57: Partial pair correlation functions (left) and structure factors (right) obtained
from AIMD (red) in comparison with experimental results (black).
3.2. The second coordination sphere is represented bad in AIMD, though the overall CN,
i.e. the integral of the corresponding RDF up to the minimum beyond the second peak
at 4.6 A˚, agrees well. It can be concluded that the second coordination sphere is heavily
smeared out over the entire range. The third peak, however, is modelled surprisingly well
as compared to the experimental graph.
- A bad fit again is found for the pair Ge-Ge. The positions of the peaks agree roughly,
but the coordination numbers of the first and second peak are highly underestimated.
Similar trends are observed when comparing the structure factors in fig. 57 (right hand
side). Note that the comparably bad resolution is owing to the Fourier transformation of
the limited simulation box of only a few hundred atoms.
- In the total S(Q), experimental and theoretical data agree well concerning the sec-
ond and third peak position. A bad agreement, however, is found with the FSDP, and
furthermore a shift of the period of the oscillations is visible in the high-Q region.
- The Te-Te correlations show a very good agreement. Additionally, there is no indi-
cation of the deviating periods, which are observed in the total S(Q) for high Q values.
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- The agreement for Ge-Te is less good. Though the low-Q behaviour is modelled
reasonably (i.e. the high intensities at the lowest Q values and the dip between 1 and
2 A˚−1), a smearing of the Q2 and Q3 peaks is observed as well as the shift of the period
of the oscillations for higher Q-values.
- The different methods agree quite badly for the Ge-Ge correlation. The FSDP is
completely neglected by DFT, other peaks are badly represented, and in addition, the
disagreeing behaviour in the high-Q region is indicated as well.
To summarize, there are large discrepancies between the experimental and the theo-
retical approach. On the one hand, the poor representation of the FSDP in the Ge-Ge
correlation by AIMD is not surprising, since the length of the simulation box is only about
13 A˚, so that an order on an intermediate or extended length scale cannot be modelled
adequately. On the other hand, the deviations concerning the short-range order result in
substantially different configurations. Given only the partial functions gij(r) and Sij(Q),
it would be difficult to argue which structure is closer to the “real” glass, as on the one
hand, the parameters of the DFT simulation might not be well suited to describe the
amorphous structure, but on the other hand, the partial functions obtained from the
RMC scheme might also be biased by the applied constraints. However, the disagreement
of the AIMD model in the total S(Q), especially the shift of the period of the oscillations
for higher Q values, reveals that the former case is more likely, since S(Q) represents
direct experimental data. Since the same characteristic is also found in other theoretical
investigations and contradicts the AXS/RMC as well as EXAFS results, further develop-
ment of the MD method appears to be needed before the structures can be adequately
compared.
Nonetheless, it can be shown that a dispersion correction can improve the agreement
with the experimental data to some extent, as it has a considerable impact on the second
coordination sphere in the Ge-Te correlation. This influence is illustrated in fig. 58, which
compares all correlations in GeTe for the AIMD simulations with and without the disper-
sion correction. The influence on the homoatomar correlations appears to be marginal,
whereas no peak is observed in Ge-Te at 3.7 A˚ without this correction. The right hand
side of the figure illustrates again in detail the latter correlation as obtained by the dif-
ferent approaches. The effect of the dispersion correction on the first coordination sphere
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Figure 58: Left: Partial pair correlation functions from AIMD with (red curves) and
without dispersion correction (black curves), right: detailed comparison for the Ge-Te
correlation (experimental data as blue dashed line). Annotated are the individual coor-
dination numbers of the first coordination sphere of Ge-Te.
is small and only visible in a slight decrease of the coordination number from nGeTe=3.16
to nGeTe=3.02, which still remains considerably higher than the experimental value of
2.23. The effect on the second coordination sphere is larger, though the agreement with
the experimental data is still unsatisfactory. However, such a feature has an important
effect e.g. on the distribution of ring structures, as illustrated fig. 59. It is observed that
the results for the DFT simulation without dispersion correction agree well with the ring
statistics reported by Akola and Jones (the data were taken from ref. [84]). The intro-
duction of the dispersion correction somewhat increases the topological order as shown
in fig. 59 c), but the effect is not large enough to reproduce the statistics obtained by
AXS/RMC, shown in fig. 59 a).
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Figure 59: Comparison of the distribution of irreducible ring structures in GeTe by exper-
imental and theoretical approaches. a) Section of the ring statistics from fig. 56, b) ring
statistics by Akola and Jones taken from ref. [84], in comparison with ring statistics from
the AIMD simulation with (c) and without dispersion correction (d).
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5.3 Impact of the structure on the phase change properties
The following section gives a recapitulatory discussion and provides possible interpreta-
tions of the data presented for the GeSbTe glasses. Thereby, the relationships between
the short- and intermediate range order characteristics and the PCM properties are elu-
cidated, such as the optical contrast, the crystallization time and the temperatures of the
glass transition and of the crystallization. The IRO is an important parameter governing
these features; prior to the further considerations, it should therefore be noted that the
discussion of the IRO in the GeSbTe system may have been suggestive to conclude that
the IRO is largely dependent on the relative content of a given element (e.g. the FSDP
in the Ge-Ge versus the FSDP in the Sb-Te correlation). However, this is not necessarily
true, as demonstrated by a short comparison with the AgGeSe glasses in the previous
chapter. The opposite trend is observed in these compounds, namely that the Ag-based
FSDPs decrease from Ag4 to Ag20, although the Ag content is increasing.
5.3.1 Temperature of the glass transition and crystallization
The structural data gathered by the RMC modelling can be used to gain insight into the
development of the glass transition temperature Tg and the crystallization temperature Tc
in the system (GeTe)1−x(Sb2Te3)x. The glass transition temperature (or simply “glass
temperature”) marks a transition from a rigid to a floppy, ductile structure and is a
measure for the thermal stability of the amorphous phase. Below Tg, the amorphous
structure is “frozen”, i.e. atomic mobilities are very low and the structure is rigid. Above
Tg, structural reorganization is possible, though the atomic mobility is not necessarily
large enough to adopt the energetic minimum structure (i.e. the crystal). However, most
amorphous materials crystallize readily at a temperature Tc not very high above the glass
temperature. Thus, both parameters are used for describing the glass forming ability
(GFA) of a given compound. See for example the study by Li et al. for a discussion of
the various methods to define the GFA [95].
Lankhorst provides a model to calculate Tg from enthalpies of atomisation, with special
regard to phase change materials [96]. The values calculated by this model are displayed
in fig. 60, and agree fairly well with measured Tg values, e.g. by Morales-Sa´nchez et al.,
who report the glass temperature of GST-2,2,5 to be about 100◦C [97]. Values for Tc
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Figure 60: Temperature of the glass transition Tg (triangles) [96] and crystallization Tc
(squares) [71] in GeTe-Sb2Te3. Dashed lines are a guide for the eye. The red dotted line
is an extrapolation to the Tg value predicted by the Lankhorst model, and the blue circle
indicates a measurement of Tg by Morales-Sa´nchez et al. [97].
are reported by Yamada et al., measured by differential scanning calorimetry [71]. It
is readily observed that the glass temperature for GeTe predicted by Lankhorsts simple
model (red triangle at 228◦C) is high above the crystallization temperature. Based on
DSC measurements, however, a value of about 145◦C, i.e. only a few degrees below TC ,
is more realistic. These values also give an indication why the Sb2Te3 sample exhibited a
spontaneous crystallization during the sputtering process, as the material may have been
heated up above Tg due to the temperature of the Argon plasma.
Tg and TC are generally thought to be closely connected to the average coordination
number 〈N〉. Materials with a high value for 〈N〉 usually possess a high Tg and are more
“rigid” than compounds with lower 〈N〉. More specifically, the mean-field constraint
theory [98, 99] relates 〈N〉 to the rigidity of a given glass, and predicts a “topological
threshold” of 〈N〉 = 2.4, where the character of the glass undergoes a transition from a
floppy to a rigid structure. Since the lowest value for the average coordination number
along the pseudo-binary line was 2.87 for GST-1,4,7, all examined compositions belong to
this rigid region. However, within the short-range order, not only the number of bonds,
but also the bond strength is important to characterize the transition temperatures. In
the following, we may consider these quantities more closely based on the data presented
in this work:
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Above Tg, weak cohesive forces in the material can be overcome, such as structural
constraints given by the IRO or weak covalent bonds. And above Tc, also tight constraints
given by the stronger bonds are surmounted and considerable structural reorganization
takes place, i.e. the transition to a thermodynamically more stable phase. Following the
reasoning of Kolobov et al. [74], the temperatures of crystallization of the “pure” phases as
well as their melting temperatures Tm can be taken as a measure for the strength of a bond.
This consideration gives the following order of bond strengths (from weak to strong):
Te-Te: Tc(a-Te)=30
◦C, Tm(Te)=425◦C [74]
Sb-Sb: Tc(a-Sb)=20
◦C-80◦C, Tm(Sb)=630◦C [100]
Sb-Te: Tc(a-Sb2Te3)= 100
◦C, Tm(Sb2Te3)=630◦C [71]
Ge-Te: Tc(a-GeTe)=129
◦C-150◦C, Tm(GeTe)=725◦C [71, 74]
Ge-Sb: Tc(a-Ge15Sb85)=230
◦C, Tm(Ge15Sb85)=592◦C [101]
Ge-Ge: Tc(a-Ge)=450
◦C, Tm(Ge)=938◦C [74]
Of course, the binary phases GeTe, Ge15Sb85 and Sb2Te3 are not an unambiguous measure
for the heteroatomar bonds, since they contain a certain contribution of homoatomar
bonds; but since the Ge-Te, Ge-Sb and Sb-Te contributions are supposed to be dominant,
the qualitative order may still be valid. For the binary system Ge-Sb, only transition
temperatures for the eutectic composition Ge15Sb85 could be found, explaining the low
melting temperature.
The short range order characteristics based on the coordination numbers from tab. 12
and the qualitative order of bond strength provide a reasonable model to describe the
development of the crystallization temperature Tc. This temperature decreases more
softly than Tg, but nonetheless it declines more strongly than expected from the soft
reduction of the average coordination numbers, which decrease from 〈N〉 = 3.16 in GeTe
by a value of 0.29 to 〈N〉 = 2.87 in GST-1,4,7. From measurements of the total structure
factors only, this development is not recognizable (see section 5.1.2). In contrast, the
8−N rule would predict a reduction by a much higher value of 0.5, which is not observed.
The main effect on the development of Tc is therefore not the reduction of the number
of bonds, but it is rather related to the nature of the bonds. The most stable bonds
are Ge correlations, which are reduced significantly with the loss of Ge atoms along the
pseudo-binary line (50% in GeTe to about 8% in GST-1,4,7).
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The development of Tg shown in fig. 60, on the other hand, can be explained by taking
into account the IRO characteristics described in sec. 5.2.4. Recalling the theories on
the IRO described by Elliott [24, 28] and Uchino [25] (see sec. 2.4), we may consider
the occurrence of a first sharp diffraction peak around 1 A˚−1 as a sign for intermediate
range order in the amorphous phase. The FSDP in the GST glasses is seen already in
the experimentally accessible differential structure factors and it is quantified by RMC
modelling in the partial S(Q)’s shown in fig. 47. The development is observed most
pronounced in the Ge-Ge correlation, where the FSDP decreases steeply as a function of
the Sb2Te3 content. The real-space counterpart of the Ge-Ge FSDP is illustrated as the
Ge network in fig. 53. Thereby, it is seen that the strong intermediate Ge-Ge network as
well as the Ge-Te network fragment rapidly along the pseudo-binary line. The remaining
weaker correlations can already be broken at lower temperatures, thus causing the steep
decline of Tg. Antimony and tellurium related correlations can only partly compensate
for the overall loss of bonding strength by forming an intermediate range Sb-Te network
and an increasing number of Sb-Te bonds.
It may be noted that a similar trend is observed in the binary GexSe1−x glasses,
which have been investigated between x = 0.15 and 0.333 by Hosokawa et al. using
the AXS/RMC method [63]. These glasses are found to adhere strictly to the 8 − N
rule, resulting in a largely increasing 〈N〉 as a function of x, with a so-called “stiffness
transition” at the critical composition x = 0.20, for which 〈N〉 = 2.4. In addition, a
growth of the FSDP at 1 A˚−1 is observed in the total structure factors. Employing the
AXS/RMC technique, it can be shown that this FSDP is mainly related to the Ge-Ge and
also to the Ge-Se correlation. Both contributions to the FSDP decrease with decreasing
amount of Ge. Furthermore, the Ge-Se correlation exhibits very similar low-Q features
as the Ge-Te correlation in the GeSbTe glasses. These developments suggest that the
formation of a strong background network of the Ge-Ge and Ge-Chalcogenide correlations,
which contributes to the rigidity of the glasses, can be regarded as a general rule in
chalcogenide glasses.
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5.3.2 The optical contrast in GST
The optical contrast of a phase-change material is defined as the difference in reflectivity
between the two involved phases. A high contrast is desirable, as the different amorphous
or crystalline “bits” e.g. on a DVD surface can be distinguished better and thus they can
be moved closer together. Indirectly, this property thereby controls the amount of data
that can be written on a given surface, and it is a factor that contributes to the superior
performance of the Blu-ray Disk (using Ge8Sb2Te11) versus the DVD (using Ge2Sb2Te5).
It is well known that the optical contrast decreases along the pseudo-binary line from GeTe
to Sb2Te3, so that generally compositions with a high GeTe content exhibit a superior
performance as far as this property is concerned. The discussion of this phenomenon is
usually based on the optical dielectric constants ε∞, which are reported e.g. by Shportko
et al. for various GeSbTe materials, among them the tie-line compositions GeTe and GST-
2,2,5 [102], which are listed in table 18. The increase of ε∞ from the amorphous to the
crystalline phase is a measure for the optical contrast in these compounds. Also listed in
table 18 are the ε∞ values for elemental germanium and tellurium.
In agreement with Yamada et al. [71], Shportko et al. report a decreasing optical
contrast between the amorphous and crystalline phase along the pseudo-binary line. The
given ε∞ values indicate, however, that the optical permittivity of the crystalline phases of
GST remains constant irrespective of the composition; the difference in contrast is solely
related to the different ε∞ values of the amorphous phase. This considerable change in
the optical permittivity of about 21% within the amorphous state is actually completely
uncomprehended at present.
The large difference in the optical dielectric constants between the amorphous and
crystalline phase, on the other hand, is well studied, and has been explained by Huang
and Robertson via a loss of medium-range order: In the crystal, p-orbitals can align
between different layers and thus form a “resonantly bonded” structure (see [103] and
[104] for further details). In the case of a GST crystal, these are lone p-orbitals of Te,
which are able to arrange in linear chains. In an ideal crystal of octahedrally bonded
atoms, these p-orbital chains can in principle extend over very large distances - however,
due to the pronounced lattice distortions in the crystal structure, they are only observed
on “medium-range” length scales [102, 103].
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Table 18: Experimentally obtained optical dielectric constants ε∞ of GeSbTe and related
elements [102, 103, 105] and their increase in %, which is a measure for the optical contrast
of the PCM’s. Annotated are the respective crystal structures as oct for a distorted
octahedral (i.e. rhombohedral or trigonal) and tet for a tetrahedral (i.e. diamond-structure
or zincblende) environment, see text.
Compound ε∞(Amor.) ε∞(Cryst.) percentage increase
GeTe [102] 13.2 33.2oct 152%
GST-2,2,5 [102] 16.0 33.3oct 108%
Te [103] 11 33.4oct
Ge [103, 105] 16.0 16.0tet
Si [103] 11.6 11.6tet
GaAs [103] 12 12tet
At this point, a comparison with the situation in the pure elements Ge and Te is
worthwhile. It is well known that Ge adopts the diamond structure in the stable crystal.
The local environment does not change dramatically upon amorphization, resulting in a
very similar arrangement of about 3.8 Ge atoms (on average), which are tetrahedrally
coordinated around a central Ge atom in amorphous Ge [106]. As seen from table 18,
ε∞ does not change at all upon crystallization. Both characteristics (i.e. a tetrahedral
environment in the crystal as well as in the amorphous form and a negligible change
in the dielectric constant) also apply to elemental silicon or to GaAs (see e.g. [107]).
Elemental tellurium, on the other hand, adopts a trigonal crystal structure, which can be
rationalized as a distorted octahedral coordination around each Te atom. In this case, the
transition to an amorphous state has a rather large impact on the structure, which has
recently been analysed by Ikemoto and Miyanaga using EXAFS measurements [93]. They
demonstrate that amorphous Te consists of otherwise disordered chains of Te atoms with
a coordination number N(Te)=2, compared to a 2+4 distorted octahedral coordination
in the crystal. This rearrangement is accompanied again by a pronounced difference in
the dielectric constant ε∞.
To summarize, in the crystalline phase, an octahedral arrangement generally leads
to a “resonantly bonded” state, in which p-orbitals can align in linear chains, whereas
a tetrahedral arrangement disfavours this kind of bond. Thus, tetrahedral structures
in general possess a lower ε∞ and cannot lose the “resonance bond” contribution upon
amorphization. Generalizing the theory by Huang and Robertson, it is possible to discuss
the development of the optical contrast along the pseudo-binary line in the GST glasses:
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The crystalline phases all adopt a distorted rocksalt structure (in the meta-stable state
that is involved in the phase-change process) and thus exhibit a similar degree of IRO,
resulting in very similar values for ε∞. Upon amorphization, a large degree of IRO is lost,
explaining the large optical contrast in general. However, there are pronounced differences
for the IRO in the amorphous structures for the different compositions, which cause the
compositional dependence of ε∞. More specifically, as shown in section 5.2.4, the character
of the underlying network in the amorphous phase shifts from a wide-meshed (i.e. a more
tetrahedral) type to a close-meshed (i.e. a more octahedral) type with increasing amount
of Sb2Te3 (see figs. 53-55). The “octahedral” network on the intermediate length level
can be interpreted as being responsible in a similar way for the remaining (increasing)
optical permittivity.
It is easily explained why this effect has not yet attracted attention in comparable
investigations. Experiments on the structure of GST’s have usually been focused on the
EXAFS technique, which cannot probe the IRO, or on total XRD, which gives no element
specific information and thus provides only an average over all structure factors. Theo-
retical methods like AIMD in general fail to describe the IRO adequately, also because
the systems under consideration are too small to give reliable results on the correspond-
ing length scale. AXS, on the other hand, is well suited to reveal the compositional
dependence of the IRO and thereby to explain the decreasing optical contrast along the
pseudo-binary line GeTe-Sb2Te3.
5.3.3 Crystallization time
The time that is needed for crystallizing an amorphous spot and vice versa is the most
important property to enable reasonable fast data writing and erasing cycles. The actual
crystallization time τcryst can be influenced by the measurement conditions, but a signi-
ficant reduction of τcryst along the tie-line is consistently observed for the same method.
Yamada and coworkers report values for τcryst between 100 ns for GeTe and 30 ns for the
Sb2Te3-richest compositions. As outlined above, possible models aiming to explain the fast
phase change process are the (modified) umbrella-flip model [75, 88] or the ring statistics
analogy [82]. As discussed in sec. 5.2.4, experimental as well as theoretical models based
ring statistics so far intrinsically lack information on the (element specific) intermediate
range order, and conclusions on the ring statistics may therefore be ambiguous.
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The current AXS/RMC results cast a quite different light on the interpretation of the
crystallization process. In part, the same reasoning as given in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 is
applicable, that is that the weaker bonds in the Sb2Te3-rich compositions can be broken
more easily, thus facilitating the phase-change process. With respect to the IRO, however,
special attention should be laid on the development of the “wide-meshed” versus the
“close-meshed” network based on the Ge-Te bonds, shown in the bond angle distributions
in section 5.2.3 (fig. 50 and 51) and in the network structures in section 5.2.4 (figs. 53-55).
The close-meshed contribution, which has a closer resemblance to the crystal structure
(where only octahedral bond angles are found), dominates the Sb2Te3-rich compositions.
Furthermore, for higher Sb2Te3 contents, the coordination number of the comparably
strong Ge-Te correlation is near 3, preforming half of the 3+3 coordination found in the
crystal. In addition, the number of the strong homopolar Ge-Ge bonds, which are absent
in the crystal, decreases strongly.
The ring statistics calculated in section 5.2.4 fit well into the picture. A comparably
high topological order is found in the GeTe-rich compositions. This order, however,
is markedly different from that of the crystal. The pure crystalline GeTe is composed
nearly entirely of 4-fold rings, and the Sb2Te3-richer GST-2,2,5 consists of 4- and 6-
membered rings [82]. The ring statistics of the amorphous compounds calculated within
the AXS/RMC approach, on the other hand, show high contributions from all ring sizes,
but most prominently from 5- and 6-fold rings. Unlike proposed by Kohara et al. [82]
and by Akola and Jones [83, 84], a dominant fraction of alternating ABAB rings could
not be reproduced in the current configurations. This may be attributed to the fact that
homopolar bonds have been excluded in ref. [82] and are underestimated in ref. [83, 84].
However, the pronounced difference of these IRO parameters compared to the crystal
implies that considerable structural reorganization is necessary. Starting from less ordered
configurations, as the one obtained for GST-2,2,5, may therefore accelerate the phase-
change process.
In other words, Sb2Te3-rich compositions are structurally closer to the crystal in terms
of the SRO and the network structure, and they are less dissimilar from the crystal in
terms of the distribution of irreducible rings. In combination, these features appear to be
the main reason for the considerable reduction of τcryst as a function of the Sb2Te3 content.
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This dissertation explores the nanoscopic structures of the amorphous pseudo-binary sys-
tems Ag-GeSe3 and GeTe-Sb2Te3 via an approach of anomalous x-ray scattering coupled
with Reverse Monte Carlo modelling. It is demonstrated that the AXS/RMC method can
reveal structural features of the amorphous system that are invisible or difficult to per-
ceive by other comparable methods. The first part therefore outlines the theoretical and
experimental basis for this approach. Thereby, it is shown that the method itself can be
improved by a detailed investigation of the problems during the experimental alignment,
with special regard to the analyzer crystal used to filter the scattered radiation from the
sample. It is demonstrated that the data comprise considerably large systematic errors
if this effect remains unaccounted for. Nonetheless, the presented correction schemes can
compensate for these errors and should prove useful for future AXS experiments. Also
elaborated in the first part is the preparation of the GeSbTe samples, and optimized
parameters for the preparation process are given.
The second part presents the two chalcogenide glassy systems and discusses the struc-
tures probed by AXS. Some of the presented findings have also been made in previous
works of other groups, but they have not been interpreted in a unified framework with
respect to the compositional dependence. The AXS/RMC approach provides compelling
evidence that the ternary amorphous systems cannot be rationalized by simple models
like the 8−N rule. In addition, they cannot be regarded as uniform, since major changes
in the materials’ properties are observed within the same amorphous region in the ternary
phase diagram, like the decreasing dielectric constant in GeSbTe or the enormous changes
in the ionic conductivity in AgGeSe.
These properties are shown to be closely connected to the near- as well as to the
intermediate-range order in the amorphous compounds. By contrasting the low-con-
ducting and the high-conducting phase of the AgGeSe glasses, it is confirmed that the
SRO in the latter is characterized by high average coordination numbers around Se and
Ag. While this characteristic has already been investigated in previous studies, its im-
pact in the IRO has been neglected. However, it is the IRO that provides the main
structural prerequisite for the effect of superionic conductivity of Ag ions in these glasses.
The increased Ag-Se interaction in the superionic conducting phase expands the GeSe4
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network. Concomitantly, Ag atoms form cluster-like configurations in the expanded net-
work, thereby destroying the spatially averaged intermediate-range order in the Ag based
correlations. These cluster-like configurations can be regarded as preforming the nano-
pathways which are developing in the “metallized” cells of a programmable metallization
cell and act as percolation pathways for the conduction of Ag ions.
The IRO also represents the dominant contribution to explain the excellent phase
change abilities of the GeSbTe system. The underlying network structure, which is mainly
established by the Ge atoms, weakens with increasing content of Sb2Te3, thereby increas-
ing the structural similarity to the meta-stable crystal that is involved in the phase-change
process. At the same time, this development controls phase-change characteristics like the
optical contrast, the glass transition temperature and the speed of the crystallization. In
any case, the presented results clearly show that simple models, which basically consider
only one unit cell of the crystal (like Kolobov’s umbrella-flip model) in order to explain
the fast phase-change mechanism, do not grasp the full reality of the complex process of
the formation of the amorphous phase.
However, the strong Ge-Ge and Ge-Te networks, that are impeding the transition
from one phase to the other, appear to be a universal feature of the amorphous phases,
as shown by a comparison between the Ag-GeSe3 and GeTe-Sb2Te3 glasses. In both
cases, the correlation between germanium and the chalcogenide is an important aspect
for the formation of the vitreous network. Ge-Chalcogenide bonds dominate the generally
four-fold coordination of germanium and essentially exhibit similar characteristics in the
low-Q region of the partial structure factors. The absence of the latter feature in the
other correlations indicates the special and probably universal significance of the Ge-
Chalcogenide background network.
As a perspective for the ongoing work on these systems, further AXS experiments
are needed on Agx(GeSe3)1−x glasses with compositions close to the superionic threshold
in order to study the nature of the sharp jump in the ionic conductivity. The data for
the composition with x = 0.33 should be completed by a measurement at the Ge and Se
K absorption edge. Furthermore, small-angle scattering experiments are planned in order
to address the problem of a phase separation tendency.
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In the case of the (GeTe)1−x(Sb2Te3)x glasses, further experiments are necessary for
the Ge edge of GST-1,4,7 as well as for Sb2Te3. For the latter, a cooling system will
most likely be needed during sample preparation as well as during the experiment, con-
sidering the low glass temperature and the heat load deposited by x-rays in the region
10-32 keV over experimental times of several hours. Furthermore, the development of the
intermediate-range order can be described in a more quantitative fashion by investigating
compositions between x = 1
9
and x = 1
3
with special regard to the network structure. To
clarify the phase-change mechanism, however, experiments beyond measurements of the
static structure need to be considered. The investigation of the dynamic structure factor
by inelastic scattering experiments may prove especially useful in this respect. Such ex-
periments are already planned within the process of the ongoing research on the GeSbTe
materials.
With respect to the investigation of the optical contrast in GeSbTe and its dependence
on the ratio of octahedral to tetrahedral structural units, another material class is of
major interest. The compound Ge1Cu2Te3, which is part of the pseudo-binary GeTe-CuTe
system, was recently proposed as a next-generation data storage material, and exhibits
the curious feature of a negative optical contrast (i.e. the reflectivity of the amorphous
phase is larger than that of the crystal) [108–110]. In this material, the crystalline as well
as the amorphous phase were found to be dominated by tetrahedral motifs. This system
may thus present a suitable test for the models developed in this dissertation. Further
AXS experiments on these compositions are in progress.
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